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LOW COST

CNC MACHINING
XYZ 500 LR

XYZ 750 LR

18 HP SPINDLE
580 x 400 mm TABLE
510 x 400 x 450 mm TRAVEL
8000 RPM SPINDLE
(12000 RPM optional)
SOLID CASTING 2400 KG

18 HP SPINDLE
830 x 410 mm TABLE
750 x 440 x 500 mm TRAVEL
8000 RPM SPINDLE
(12000 RPM optional)
SOLID CASTING 3500 KG

XYZ 1000 LR

18 HP SPINDLE
1060 x 500 mm TABLE
1000 x 500 x 500 mm TRAVEL
8000 RPM SPINDLE
(12000 RPM optional)
SOLID CASTING 4600 KG
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the latest
The new best selling XYZ LRs featuring
linear rail technology

The LR range starts with the
compact XYZ 500 LR, followed
by the mid range XYZ 750 LR
up to the 4.5 ton XYZ 1000 LR
with one metre in the X travel.
This makes the LRs the perfect
choice for those new to CNC or

XYZ

ProtoTRAK®

Mills, 2-OP CNC and XYZ

for the workshop that’s looking to
modernise or expand it’s existing
machining capabilities with the
minimum financial outlay.

‘

High speed machining has never
been more affordable.
*Price is with a £5000 + ALL VAT deposit and based
on a 39 hour week, 46 week year. Subject to status.

For many this will be
an ideal opportunity
to upgrade and
modernise their
workshops.

‘

£
3.26
PER

Nigel Atherton

XYZ MANAGING DIRECTOR

The new low cost LR range is just part of the XYZ 2020
ProTURN®

Lathes

XYZ VMCs and High Speed VMCs

Ma

XYZ Mobile Robotics

NEW

All XYZ CNC machine tools come with free training, full 12 month warranty,

To learn more please call 01823 674200
MACHINE TOOL DEMOS ARE AVAILABLE AT ANY OF THE XYZ UK

exte

CNC TURNING
XYZ CT 52 LR

The 10 Station Turret and
the Tool Pre-Setting Arm
gives the operator
consistency when
measuring
tool offsets.

SPINDLE 15 HP /11.2 kW
52mm BAR CAPACITY
4500 RPM
SOLID CASTING
2000 KG

Shown with optional
tool pre-setting arm
and swarf conveyor.
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LOW COST

The new Compact Turn LR is a formidable
production package, with its high build quality and
its great price it will be very difficult to beat.

XYZ Compact Turn 52 LR Turning Centre
Following on from the best-selling XYZ LR
machining centres, the same Linear Rail
technology has now been applied to the
turning centre. The result is the new
XYZ CT 52 LR with 52mm bar capacity.
Equipped with the latest Siemens 828
control and with a footprint of only
2x1.5 metres the XYZ CT 52 LR punches
way above its weight and its size.

This is high level turning production with
the minimum of financial outlay, a must
see for all UK engineers who need turning
capability and efficiency.
The XYZ CT 52 LR comes with free
training, ongoing service and support
and free access to the
XYZ Programming Helplines.

+VAT

With linear rail slides

The XYZ CT 52 LR features
the latest in high quality linear
rail ball bearing slide technology.

Advanced turning capability has never
been more affordable. Call for a demo.

Machine Tool Range, each one the very best in its class.
XYZ 5 axis and 4+1 VMCs

XYZ Turning Centres

XYZ Extra Large VMCs and Oil Country Lathes

extended warranties available, free programming helplines, nationwide service engineers.

sales@xyzmachinetools.com

www.xyzmachinetools.com
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All in the game, sadly
Whenever anything goes wrong, an analysis of the systems and
processes that supposedly govern the desired outcome will found
to be wanting. While humans being humans, and profit being profit,
systems involving people are open to gaming to boost the latter –
live within the letter, but effectively trash the desired outcome.
It’s happening again with apprenticeships and associated
funding. In a previous comment of 2012 (https://is.gd/xulacu), I argued that the
apprenticeship brand had been devalued. Short training courses lacking the rigor,
depth and breadth of a traditional technical apprenticeship were being rebadged to
gain funding. Crowing about numbers, not quality, was the government’s focus.
Wind on a few years, the system has changed but gaming it hasn’t, so says
‘Runaway training: Why the apprenticeship levy is broken and how to fix it’, by Tom
Richmond (https://is.gd/caquti). Here’s the nugget: “One of the most significant
issues with the reforms [since 2012] has been the continued absence of a rigorous
definition of an ‘apprenticeship’”.
Across three categories of rebadged training – low-skill/low content jobs,
management courses and then Bachelor’s degrees and Masters-level programmes –
the report says: “Between them, three categories of ‘fake apprenticeships’ have been
allocated over £1.2bn of levy funding since April 2017 and account for 50% of all the
‘apprenticeships’ started over this period.”
While the first fake apprenticeship might be old news (effectively the 2012
concern), the others are not. And, unbelievably, of University of Oxford, the University
of Durham and Imperial College London the report pointedly has this to say: “[This] is
an overt attempt by these organisations to relabel their university academics as
‘apprentices’ to use up the university’s own levy contributions.”
Would that that were all, too, but demand begets supply. “The register of approved
apprenticeship providers now contains around 2,500 organisations – almost triple the
number of providers when the levy was first announced,” the report reveals. Ofsted
has said that it is not possible to monitor a large influx of such companies attracted
by the levy pot. And the report slams: “Countless examples have emerged of new
providers failing their first visit from Ofsted, with some providers merely accrediting
skills that their apprentices already had and some learners – and even some
employers – being unaware that they were taking part in an apprenticeship.”
There are recommendations, of course. Were they to be adopted, Machinery can
only hope that they would not be so open to gaming. In a country that so sorely needs
more engineering apprentices, it is sad to see that disadvantageous manipulation
continues, allowing inflated numbers to mask reality. ■
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DAILY NEWS & PRODUCT UPDATES @ www.machinery.co.uk

News round-up

Pratt & Whitney 3D-printed MRO part

Denmark’s Minister of Industry,
Business and Financial Affairs,
Simon Kollerup, has unveiled what
will become the home of Mobile
Industrial Robots (MiR) and
Universal Robots (UR), the two
flagship companies in the thriving
Danish robotics industry. The
companies will share 32,000 m2 of
floor space in a new ‘cobot hub’ in
the city of Odense, the heart of
Denmark’s rapidly expanding
robotics cluster.

Pratt & Whitney says it will be
using a 3D-printed commercial
aero-engine part for use in MRO
(maintenance, repair and overhaul)
applications by mid-2020 at its
repair specialist in Singapore,
Component Aerospace Singapore.
Pratt & Whitney’s engineering
experts, its repair specialist
Component Aerospace Singapore
and the Land Systems arm of ST
Engineering collaborated on the
project. The 3D-printed part will
first be used in a fuel system on
one of Pratt & Whitney’s engine
models. The solution offers the
added advantage of reducing
dependency on current material
supply from conventional
fabrication processes, such as
forging and casting.
“Thanks to the out-of-the-box
thinking by our employees at
Component Aerospace Singapore,
we are now another step closer to
scaling this technology to meet our

https://is.gd/dururu

Güdel’s Press Automation business
unit has carried out its first European
project, a complete press line for
Fagor, a well-known press
manufacturer in the Spanish Basque
region. https://is.gd/pivace
Lantek, a specialist in software for
the sheet-metal sector, has
disclosed its economic results from
last year, when turnover reached
€21.1m, implying an increase of
9.6% compared to the previous 12
months. The company now employs
over 200 people worldwide.
https://is.gd/ofanuh

Extraction technology specialist
Kemper closed its 2019 business
year with a record result, increasing
turnover by 11.5%. Growth was
driven in particular by markets in
southern Europe and the UK, and by
the company’s aftersales service.
https://is.gd/eduwul

Press builder Schuler has
expanded its spare parts’ warehouse
at the company’s headquarters in

Göppingen, Germany. It has 250
experienced technicians available
worldwide to assist with the removal
and installation of parts, with service
companies located in over 40
different countries.
https://is.gd/obiles

Mitsui Seiki USA has appointed
Kyal Machine Tools as its exclusive
representative for machine tool sales
and service in the UK and Ireland.
The two companies will exhibit
together at MACH 2020
(Birmingham NEC, 20-24 April).
https://is.gd/cejodi

Alok Sharma, MP for Reading West, has been named as Secretary of
State for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy. He takes on the role
from South Northamptonshire MP Andrea Leadsom, who departed
following a reshuffle by Prime Minister Boris Johnson on 13 February
2020. Sharma, formerly International Development Secretary, will also act
as minister for COP26, the UN climate change conference in Glasgow in
November 2020. Prior to entering Parliament, he qualified as a chartered
accountant with Coopers & Lybrand Deloitte and then worked in banking
for 16 years. https://is.gd/beredi
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The 3D-printed part will be used in the
PW4000 engine type that powers, for
example, some models of the Airbus
A330 and Boeing 777

growing aftermarket operations,
and industrialising 3D printing for
the industry,” says Brendon
McWilliam, executive director,
Aftermarket Operations, Asia
Pacific. “This ground-breaking
innovation is part of the wider
technology roadmap by Pratt &
Whitney to introduce advanced
technologies that integrate AI,

robotics and automation across our
operations as part of our digital
transformation.”
Chin-Huat Sia, principal
engineer at Component Aerospace
Singapore, adds: “3D printing will
be a game-changer for the MRO
industry worldwide, especially in
servicing even more commercial
engines.”

The UK subsidiary of metrology
specialist Mitutoyo, which is
located in Andover, has reached its
40th anniversary.

shipments from the consignment
have already taken place, with
installations commencing at the end
of 2019. https://is.gd/babiba

https://is.gd/fozuvu

Portsmouth-based Ineos Team UK
is the recipient of the 10,000th Haas
Vision Engineering has been
recognised as the Optical
machine tool installed in the UK.
Instrumentation
Ineos, one of the world’s
Company of the
largest manufacturers,
Year by Business
has formed the team
and Industry
to challenge for the
Today
36th America’s Cup,
magazine, for
which will be held
its ongoing
in New Zealand in
commitment to
2021.
Sir Ben Ainslie leads
Ineos Team UK’s America’s
providing cuttinghttps://is.gd/buvifo
Cup effort
edge and
ergonomically
LK Metrology, which has
optimised inspection
been manufacturing static CMMs
equipment. https://is.gd/oruwuq
in the UK since 1963, has for the
first time diversified into the supply
of 3D articulating arm metrology
FANUC and automotive group
systems, otherwise known as
BMW AG have signed a framework
portable arms, with the launch of a
agreement for the supply of 3,500
range of 24 machines called
robots that are destined for new
Freedom arm. https://is.gd/onefab
production lines and plants. The first
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Superabrasives specialist Engis
UK has installed one of its latest
SPM 6000 bore-finishing machines
at the company’s Henley-onThames headquarters, where it will
undertake process and tooling trials
for customers and prospects across
Europe. https://is.gd/ufulev

Metrology specialist Insphere has
become a member of the Nuclear
Advanced Manufacturing Research
Centre, primarily to support the
ongoing development of its onmachine measurement and
verification technology.
https://is.gd/atogef

A £20 million project to develop
lightweight propeller blades that
will help the UK aviation sector
reduce its carbon footprint and noise
emissions at airports, is being
carried out by composite researchers
at the University of Sheffield
Advanced Manufacturing Research
Centre (AMRC) as part of an
industry-led consortium with two
other members of the High Value
Manufacturing Catapult.

KV Tooling has taken first place in
the Anca Tool of the Year
competition. Brian Beland,
president at KV Tooling Systems,
which is based in Augusta, Maine,
USA, says: “Competing with worldclass tool-grinding shops from
around the world with same grinding
machines and winning – regardless
of the size of the business – is
something we are particularly proud
of.” https://is.gd/uyequm
Smethwick-based precision
engineering company A&M EDM
has promoted four of its managers
to director positions as it seeks out

Product pick 10
Porcupine cutter novelty
Walter GB has designed a
replaceable front end for its modular
M4258 porcupine milling cutter. The
thinking behind the innovation is to
combine the cost-effective benefits
of rigid milling with those of
indexable inserts.
https://is.gd/kovire

Press brake customisation on offer
A newly developed range of press brakes has been introduced by Bystronic that can
be customised to suit a user’s requirements, in terms of process speed and
flexibility. The modular Xpert Pro series comprises three models, plus a variety of
optional extras. https://is.gd/zuseye

General-purpose turning insert grade from Ceratizit
Developed as a multi-application grade utilising newly developed coating
technology and the latest carbide substrate, CTPX710 now means one grade can be
used across many material groups. https://is.gd/ipejuf

Hollow-arm robot allows for cable integration
FANUC has improved its R-2000 series with the introduction of the hollow-armed
R-2000iD, which allows for cable integration. https://is.gd/isokog

Vices pair up for first- and second-operation machining
The newly developed WNT ESG5 fixed-jaw vice for second-operation use from
Ceratizit complements the company’s ZSG4 unit for first op roughing.
https://is.gd/gowosu

https://is.gd/mutufo

Intelligence & efficiency additions

Magnomatics has teamed up with
the University of Sheffield AMRC to
drive productivity improvements in
offshore renewable energy
generation using smart robotics and
automation. https://is.gd/zosume

Precision Technologies Group company, Holroyd Precision, has introduced a
number of technologies to its rotor milling and grinding machines that will bring
even greater levels of intelligence and efficiency to manufacturing strategies.
future development. The promotions
are (above, L-R): Stuart Talbot,
production director CNC; Gary
Surman, technical director CNC; Lee
Finch, production director EDM; and
Arthur Watts, technical director
EDM. https://is.gd/qeviro

https://is.gd/talulu

Quality control automation software provider High QA has released Version 5.0 of
its Inspection Manager (IM) software. https://is.gd/beyuca

Verus Metrology is has entered into
a partnership with Apex Metrology, a
move that will see the latter supply
Verus’ bespoke metrology fixtures,
along with its modular metrology
fixturing kit – V-FIX – for non-bespoke
fixture solutions.

Last month the Manufacturing
Technologies Association’s
Annual Dinner took
place at the Royal
Lancaster Hotel,
London. The
evening drew 400+
manufacturing
technology providers
and guests, who met
to discuss the future
and celebrate success.

https://is.gd/gabiwu

https://is.gd/eveweg

Protolabs, a specialist in the
manufacture of custom prototypes
and low-volume production parts, is
helping to make life easier for design
engineers by guaranteeing specific
dimensional tolerances for each type
of plastic injection moulding resin.
https://is.gd/haluvu
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SigmaNEST V20 improved in all areas
SigmaTEK Systems V20 is a substantial release, introducing many features in all
areas of the product, with continued emphasis on user experience, optimising
material utilisation and data management. https://is.gd/lifeka

Quality control software

EDM sparker gets additional technology
GF Machining Solutions has upgraded the AgieCharmilles CUT
2000 X wire EDM with the latest Spark Track technology and an
IVU (integrated vision unit). https://is.gd/ofubes

Heavy duty LNS bar feed
The LNS Ultra 80 bar feed (left) boasts an oversized base frame
with 700 kg cast iron support beam. https://is.gd/aliceb
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No lightweight ambition
Andrew Allcock takes a look at a UK development in hot forming of lightweight aluminium auto parts and
the ambition that the process’s owner has to carve out a significant place in a global market, driven by
automotive OEMs’ lightweighting efforts

Above: ITL’s
press line at its
Coventry
headquarters
Below:
A complex
pressing,
‘A’ pillar’,
demonstrates
HFQ’s
capabilities

10

H

FQ (hot form quench) technology sees hot
aluminium blanks formed at high speed in a
press, with these then quenched in the press tool,
followed by artificial ageing to achieve full strength,
delivering tensile performance elevated above the norm.
It enables extremely complex aluminium parts to be
formed in a single press operation, whilst achieving high
levels of strength in the finished part using standard
grades of aluminium.
The process originated under a range of programmes,
initially out of the University of Birmingham and later at
Imperial College London. Relevant EU- and UK
government-funded programmes that helped develop it
include LoCoLite and LoCoMaTech, although most of the
early work was undertaken within Birmingham and
Imperial. Coventry-based Impression Technologies Ltd
(ITL) was set up in 2013 as the exclusive
commercialisation route for HFQ technology.
Now, there are other hot forming technologies, but
the commercially available ones are for boron steel.
Sweden’s AP&T and Germany’s Schuler both boast such
technology. Says ITL’s CEO, Jonathan Watkins:
“Aluminium hot forming has distinct differences from
boron steel hot forming, in terms of process control,
simulation, tooling and friction management. There are
many elements that need to come together to ensure a

highly capable process, with production tools being right
first time.
“In terms of weight saving, ITL refers to replacement
of aluminium cold formed parts, with HFQ achieving on
average a 20% saving, although savings of up to 33%
have been achieved. Versus steel parts, ITL has shown a
potential of up to 50% saving.”
And to the best of its knowledge, ITL says it is the
only company producing hot-formed aluminium parts
(using the HFQ process) for commercial automotive
applications. Any other similar process development is
“not to the same level of technical capability and
dimensional quality as HFQ; moreover, it is not a robust
process that could be adapted to global customers and
platforms”. The main commercial customers for HFQ are
Aston Martin Lagonda and Lotus, though ITL says it has
several major OEMs with HFQ in their launch
programmes.
AP&T and Schuler, apart from processing a different
material, are also press makers first, meaning that hot
forming is not their sole focus. ITL, is the opposite. It is
the HFQ process IP owner and does not make presses.
Instead, it will develop partnerships with press line
suppliers; indeed, it already has. It has a relationship
with US-headquartered Telos Global, IMG (which focuses
on small line integration), Fagor (which supplies hydraulic
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Left: A ‘D’ pillar,
front vertical
upper

presses) and, for an associated technology, Ebner (which
supplies furnaces lines). ITL is in dialogue with other
press manufacturers, too, but is forming a limited
number of close partnerships in its early years and may
expand these as the accessible markets develop.
But partnerships wider than just equipment provision
are being pursued and these are all being developed via
a legally separate company, the HFQ Partner Network.
Partnerships within this take in leading aluminium
producers, engineering companies and equipment
manufacturers, all of whom have established links with
the target market and an interest in driving growth.
These include aluminium product producer/recycler
Novelis, aluminium producer Fischer (which also has its
own press integration partners), virtual prototype ESI and
other leading companies, details of which will be made
public during this year. The HFQ Partner Network has its
own board and committees, and it likely to reach 20
members during 2020. It will grow in a managed way
thereafter, ITL says.

AIMING FOR A GLOBAL STANDARD
Fundamentally, ITL says it wants HFQ to become a global
standard for all, to help aluminium become the high
strength lightweighting material of choice, and to offer
OEMs the ability to source HFQ parts from anywhere in
the world to a common standard. “Our work on the low
carbon aspects of aluminium shows there is also an
exciting future for recycled and repurposed aluminium,
far beyond that for steel and other high-strength
materials in use today,” says Watkins. “Companies are
finding out that repeatedly hot forming aluminium is
significantly different from and more challenging than
steel, and stepping up to volume production needs a
unique set of skills, IP and capability, such as that found
in ITL’s patented HFQ Technology.”
So ITL is working directly with OEMs to demonstrate
the opportunities for HFQ Technology, then linking the
OEMs with tier partners for volume supply. ITL has
applications and sales representatives covering Spain,
Germany, USA and China – as well as the proxy

www.machinery.co.uk
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representation via strategic partners. In the future, most
of the commercial and technical support will come from
trained HFQ-accredited partners.
Of the immediate local opportunity, the CEO says:
“There are design authorities in the UK covering some
manufacturers, the largest being JLR, but otherwise it is
mostly lower volume premium vehicles, which do serve
as very useful application case studies for the high
volume OEMs in Germany, USA and China. But some
large global OEMs use engineering companies within the
UK to carry out engineering of new body structures, so
the local reach extends further than one might think.”
But the ambition is global, as already stated, and that
is where the HFQ Partner Network comes in. “The largest
opportunity by far is outside the UK. That, coupled with
the capital constraints for manufacturing ventures in the
UK, means ITL has adopted a globally scalable business
model of licensing to a common standard – a form of

Below: Another
example of a
pressing having
multiple
demanding
features
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ITL’s CEO,
Jonathan
Watkins, who
reports that the
pace has really
started to pick
for the
company’s HFQ
process

Bluetooth model applied to hot-forming of aluminium.
“Business is always easier to do locally. To reach
overseas decision-makers, a network of global partners is
required – and that is happening with a range of leading
aluminium providers, including Novelis, UACJ and tiers
such as Telos, Fischer etc – but it takes time to train
them and get their local manufacturing facilities ready.
Even with partners, ITL needs to provide direct support to
OEMs overseas, creating demands in terms of logistics,

resource, languages and different expectations. While
challenging, we believe strongly that HFQ is a technology
with universal appeal and that global OEMs find the
prospect of an easily adopted and proven standard that
is available from a choice of tiers very much in line with
their requirements.”
So, asked how, in the round, this UK company can
become a successful global operator, he answers:
“Our view is that to scale globally, we need to harness
partnerships with leading players in the lightweighting
and automotive ecosystem. We select partners who have
strong relationships and reputations with relevant clients,
who are well resourced and who have a proactive and
technology-led mindset. Even our largest partners
recognise that such innovation cannot be executed
successfully alone.
“Combined with our partnering strategy, our opensource licensing model makes global penetration easier.
For ITL to manufacture all products would not be credible
and would be a further drain on limited resources. HFQ is
designed to be used at a global scale because it is
accessible, and the technical and supply chain model
advantages create a strong value proposition.
“Emerging British manufacturing businesses like ours
can always use more support both from government and
the investment community. The Advanced Propulsion
Centre, which is linked to the UK government, has been a
strong supporter of ITL and has encouraged our
ambitions to scale globally.”
And it starts to look good, too. Last year saw the pace
pick up, as Watkins underlines: “In 2019, ITL has seen a
huge increase in global interest in HFQ technology for
automotive and aero applications.” ■

The path so far
Since setting up in 2013, a number of milestones have
been reached by ITL. In 2015, the company secured its
first orders for commercial parts with Lotus and Aston
Martin Lagonda (AML). The following year it commissioned
the world’s first and only dedicated volume HFQ production
line in Coventry. The original press line was provided by
AP&T. ITL still has a working relationship with AP&T and
may collaborate on future HFQ business projects.
The press tool requirements are set by ITL via its own
design and simulation capabilities, with the tooling
successfully provided by several local UK tooling partners,
as well as others in the US and EU. These partners are
likely to become part of the HFQ Partner Network, it is
suggested.
In 2017, the company won a ~£10m Advanced
Propulsion Centre (APC) programme with a consortium of
industry leaders, including Gestamp and Innoval, to
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validate HFQ for high volume production, supported by JLR
and Novelis. The following year, ITL secured a new wave of
investment (£6m) for expansion and market development
and 2018 saw it secure its place on the new programme
for the AML DBX, providing the upper safety cell structure,
and form a strategic partnership with Novelis.
Last year saw the pace pick up, with the first wave of
new tier partners signed up (including Fischer, SDE
Technology and Telos Global), the first high volume forming
trials on repurposed boron steel lines for both high
strength 6x and 7x series (in Germany, Spain & USA), the
first significant orders from leading aerospace OEMs, the
development of an innovative battery box solution for
electric vehicles, the completion with ESI of a simulation
module to allow clients to design with HFQ, plus the
securing of a major new battery box (LIBERATE) programme
with Constellium, BMW and Volvo.
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Technology party
Next month, the MACH 2020 show will open its doors. In the second of our major previews, we have
more show news. Exhibitors are listed by alpha order (UK agents, where relevant, in brackets), with their
technology areas highlighted by various hashtags

#

profiling – AXYZ, Stand 6-630 ● Latest
small-format WARDJet waterjet cutting
machine will be demonstrated. Part of the
A-Series of machines, the A-0612 shares the
same industrial design features and
performance capabilities of the larger format
series of machines but in a more compact
size. It has been developed to accommodate
the requirements of engineering shops and
machining centres where workspace is at a
premium and the need for more costeffective production equipment are major
considerations. And with a 60,000 psi
capability, it can match the performance of
much larger waterjet machines but at lower
cost. The A-0612 will be shown cutting a
wide range of materials, including stainless
steel and other non-ferrous metals, cast and
wrought iron, solid and composite rubber
formulations, foamed substrates, high
pressure laminates, ceramics, glass and
fibreglass. The machine is supported with
proprietary Move motion control software
and a comprehensive performance warranty.

#

inspection #metrology – Bowers Group,
Stand 18-510 ● A variety of metrology
solutions and live demonstrations to
illustrate how effective data transfer
between Bluetooth-enabled measurement
equipment and applications can boost
manufacturing productivity will be a stand
focus. Products from Baty, Trimos, Sylvac,
Bowers’ stand
will have a
wide range
of metrology
solutions
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WardJET’s
compact A-0612
Gagemaker, Innovatest and Wyler will
feature. Bore gauges, micrometres and
indicators, olus sophisticated vision
systems, profile projectors and software
feature ● As official metrology sponsors of
the University of Wolverhampton Racing
Team (UWR) and the University of
Wolverhampton Engineering School, Bowers
will also have the Mobile Metrology Centre
on display in MACH’s Education Zone.

#

3D_printing #inspection #metrology
#metrology_software #storage_cabinets
#tool_pressetting – Carfulan, Stand 20-460
● The Carfulan Group (OGP UK, SYS
Systems, VOCIVISION UK, Zoller UK) will be
exhibiting flagship manufacturing technology
from across its four businesses – including
machines never before seen publicly in the
UK. Live demonstrations on world-leading
solutions in multi-sensor metrology, 3D
printing, offline tool pre-setting and
inspection and turned-part measurement will

all be undertaken. Vantage, CNC and Zip
Lite portfolios will be present, as will be a
QC-CALC software booth. Chris Fulton,
managing director of the Carfulan Group,
says: “In terms of the sheer number of
machines on the stand, MACH 2020 will be
the biggest and most ambitious show in
Carfulan Group history. Our aim is to provide
irrefutable evidence to product designers
and manufacturers that, regardless of their
size, status or sector, our innovative and
complementary technologies will help them
to work more efficiently and effectively, so
that they can deliver better outcomes for
their customers.” ● Visitors will get a first
public glimpse of FlexPoint, the only coordinate measurement machine featuring
multiple high-accuracy sensors in a
VersaFlex cluster head, for precision
inspection and data reporting on intricate
parts ● A second UK exclusive will be the
high performance multi-sensor metrology
system from OGP’s new SP range (the SP
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332 – photo, right) ● Stratasys UK platinum
partner SYS Systems is preparing to
demonstrate the power of one of the
3D-printing industry’s biggest hitters at
MACH for the very first time. The F900 offers
the largest build size of any FDM printer and
uses a wide range of engineering-grade
thermoplastics ● Zoller UK will have
available a wide selection of its offline tool
pre-setting and measurement systems,
including the Smile SmartCheck, Smile Pilot
1.0, Venturion, PomBasic and Genius. These
will be complemented by Smart Cabinets, a
diverse set of manual and automated
solutions that record, manage and store
tools, perishables, accessories, fixtures and
test devices ● Turned parts optical and noncontact measuring machine provider
VICIVISION UK will unveil the Techno series.
The M306 and M309 boast wide measuring
fields and significant load capacities.

#

workholding – Ceratizit, Stand 18-210
● For second operation work, a known
datum on the component has been created,
so the requirement for a centric jaw system
such as WNT’s ZSG4 is reduced and it is
here that the new WNT ESG5 fixed-jaw vice
(photo, below) comes into its own. With
identical footprints, the vice bases
measuring 160 mm minimum length and an
overall height of just 83 mm, the ESG5 and
ZSG 4 can sit side by side, either directly on
the machine table or on WNTs MNG Zero
Point baseplate system for guaranteed
positional accuracy. In terms of clamping
performance again, the two vices are
identical with a maximum gripping force of
35 kN, allowing components to be gripped
securely on as little as 3 mm of material.
Accuracy and repeatability of ±0.01 mm are
achieved by the overall vice design with
precision matched slides and the use of a
ballscrew to control jaw movement. The
ability to switch jaws between the two vice
types adds further versatility and
compatibility to the WNT
workholding system.
This compatibility
opens up the
choice of jaw from
the already
extensive range
that includes:
reversible jaws;

www.machinery.co.uk

pendulum plate jaws; combi jaws; aluminium
jaws; five axis jaws; smooth carbide coated
jaws; and stepped jaws.

#

automation #CADCAM #Industry_4.0
#turning – Citizen Machinery UK, Stand
20-150 ● A total of 12 CNC Cincom slidinghead and Miyano fixed-head turn-milling
centres will be demonstrated under power,
including automated production cells with
integrated loading and unloading. Accent will
also be placed on high technology software
and mechanical enhancements that extend
the scope and efficiency of machining on
these Japanese-built lathes ● On show for
the first time will be Citizen’s flagship seriesfive Cincom M32-VIII and a Miyano
BNE–65MSB (photo, right), both of revised
design with more power and flexibility plus
the latest Mitsubishi M800 5-axis touchscreen control. Consequently, the latter
machine is the first 65 mm capacity Miyano
lathe to offer superimposed machining,
which allows three tools to be in cut
together under simultaneous 5-axis control
for elevated levels of productivity ● New will
be a Cincom L32–X with Citizen’s 2-axis LFV
programmable chipbreaking software built
into the operating system of the control, as
well as integrated, high speed laser
cutting capability, a
technology that was
originally developed for
efficient production of
apertures in thin-wall
stents on smaller
Citizen sliding-head
lathes ● A further
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highlight will be a Cincom A20–VII LFV, the
first Citizen lathe to be equipped with
patented FANUC-based, multi-axis LFV swarfbreaking software ● The first UK showing of
the 12 mm bar capacity Cincom L12-X LFV
with five rear-facing static and driven endworking tool positions and the addition of a
Y-axis on the counter-spindle to mirror the
main spindle’s three degrees of freedom.
The machine is intended primarily for
production of dental abutments and
implants as well as other complex
components ● An educational area will
explain the latest Citizen software, which
includes: Eco Function hybrid technology that
automatically saves energy through the
intelligent use of power during non-cutting
periods, underpinned by clear, on-screen
graphical information; the next iteration of
Alkart Wizard for off-line programming; and
Citizen’s Industry 4.0 capabilities,
encompassing the latest machine
networking and monitoring functionality.

#

machining_centres #turning – Dugard
Machine Tools, Stand 20-640 ● Four
new brands will be shown on the company’s
stand. Kitamura machining centres, with
three high-end solutions on show, the
Hanwha XD26II sliding-head turning centre,
the twin-spindle SMEC SL2500BLSY turning
centre and the new Hanwha Series of Cobot
automation solutions ● The SMEC
SL2500BLSY turning centre will be
highlighting exactly why this flexible
workhorse is so popular among UK
manufacturers. It has a 10” chuck (12”
optional), 6” sub-spindle, 12-tool turret with
live tools, 650 mm swing over bed,
maximum machining diameter of 360 mm
and a maximum turning length of 520 mm.
Outstanding vibration dampening and
thermal displacement characteristics of the
5,600 kg FANUC-controlled unit permit
powerful heavy duty cutting that ultimately
enhances surface finishes, tool life,
component quality and, of course,
productivity levels ● A relative newcomer to
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the UK sliding-head sector, the Hanwha
range is said already to be disrupting the
market. Features supporting this include the
capacity for larger diameter bars than rival
machines, the higher power spindles (up to
23 kW) and driven tool power, and build
quality, all provided at a far more attractive
price point than competitor machines. The
Hanwha XD26II will provide proof. FANUC
32i-B CNC or Siemens 828D CNC can be
fitted to this machine that can switch rapidly
from guide bush to non-guide bush operation.
With a 26 mm bar capacity and a 6,000 rpm
5.5 kW spindle motor that is complemented
by an 8,000 rpm 2.2 kW sub-spindle, the new
Hanwha XD26II offers power, precision and
flexibility. Tooling configurations take in five
OD turning tools, an additional 10 front and
back-working tools, five driven cross-wise tool
stations and also two driven and two static
tooling stations for the sub-spindle, plus a
gun-drilling station. With the configurable tool
platens and positions, the Hanwha XD26II
offers fast set-up times, a spacious work
envelope with plentiful operator access and,
most importantly, kinematics that position all
tool stations close to the workpiece for
unbeatable productivity rates. Options take in
part and chip conveyors through to oil and
mist chillers, gripper units, powered guide
bush systems, tool and tap breakage
detection, length measuring units and more.

#

Hanwha sliding-head
machine from Dugard

accessories #coolant_filtration – Eclipse
Magnetics, Stand 6-56 ● A variety of
magnetic filtration products, as well as an
extensive range of electromagnets, magnetic
workshop tools, welding, handling, lifting,
holding and retrieval applications will feature
● Autofiltrex (photo, top), Eclipse Magnetics’
latest range of cost-effective, high
performance automated filters has features
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that include fully automated
cleaning and a magnetic reclaim
unit. Available in three different
sizes, the Autofiltrex range is ideal
for most ferrous machining
applications such as grinding,
honing, lapping, forming and
quenching ● FiltraMag+ an offline filtration system for
cleaning oils and coolants
is simple and versatile. It
features the high
performance FiltraMag+
magnetic filter in a
convenient ‘plug and play’
unit, offering effective sub-micron
filtration with the advantage that it
can be moved easily from machine to
machine ● Workshop Tools, which
includes magnetic pick up devices,
trays and swarf wands, will be
present. The range also includes the
Heritage collection of magnets and
pot magnets, as well as several
new additions, including
magnetic pick-up and retrieval
tools, and workshop products.

#

drilling #punching #sawing #shearing
#structural_steelworking – Ficep UK,
Stand 6-330 ● The first UK
demonstrations of Valiant incorporating the
SN100 saw will hold the limelight, but a
range of machinery that has made the
company such a household name in the
steel processing sector and the go-to brand
for companies across the UK will also
complete the stand exhibits in this, Ficep
UK’s 20th anniversary year ● Valiant is the
latest evolution in Ficep’s beam lines
range. It is a new three-spindle system for
the processing of the complete range of
rolled structural steel shapes, available in
five size models.

heads for axial drawback collet chucks will
all be elements of the
stand. Live
demonstrations on
machines provided by
Star Micronics GB,
Tornos Technologies
UK and Citizen
Machinery UK will
support real-life
applications ● SRS
collet clamping heads
with their unique precision
runout adjustment system
support repeatability within
2 micron. Use of the SRS system
for grinding machines, using W or
B type draw type collets, will be a
stand feature. The SRS system is
said to be “an exciting prospect
capable of enhancing the capability
for tool grinding shops” ● PR25
quick-change collet system for
clamping drills, end-mills, reamers
and other cutting tools is ideal for
production cutting tool
manufacturers that require frequent collet
changes. The system boasts no on-machine
changes, minimal run-out, low-wear and
minimal run-out. Schaublin precision W and
B type collets are available ● Schaublin HSK
A, HSK C and HSK E toolholders ensure
optimal toolholding precision when working
on high speed machining and grinding
centres, transfer machines and other highend machine tools that demand the utmost
in precision with high clamping forces
● Quick-release clamping heads for axial
draw-back collet chucks have serrated
clamping heads that offer easy set-up, high
rigidity levels and impressive clamping
forces. For more sensitive parts, precision
polished clamping heads are available.

#

tooling #toolholding #workholding –
Floyd Automatic Tooling, Stand 20-472
● A number of Schaublin developments will
be on show – the patent-pending PR25
quick-change collet system; SRS range of
collet clamping heads that feature unique
precision runout adjustment; the
company’s HSK A, HSK C and HSK E
toolholders; cylindrical cutting tools; and a
diverse range of quick-release clamping
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Gewefa’s Hydro-Pin range of singlepoint boring bars will be shown

#

accessories #tooling #toolholding –
Gewefa UK, Stand 20-652 ● Gewefa will
be featuring equipment from EWS, OTTJakob, Pibomulti, Nann, Rineck and, for the
first time, products from the Fahrion
Precision Centro P Premium range of collet
chucks ● A substantially enlarged hydraulic
‘Hydro-Pin’ range of single-point boring bar
toolholders will be introduced. New variants
accommodate a wide selection of boring bar
shanks, many with their own location
configurations. Features common to all
include substantially reduced setting times –
by as much as 75% – and an up to 50%
increase in cutter life, due to the more
secure, vibration-free grip. The system is
offered for Arno, System Dieterle, DTS,
Hobe, MAS, Sumitomo, Sandvik, Simtek and
Vargus ● Driven tool expert EWS will
introduce a new intelligent tool monitoring
technique called CyberCon4. This monitors a
range of processes within the tool, so as to
optimise performance ● German machine
tool accessory specialist OTT-Jakob will have
a new all-in-one rotary union with an
innovative monitoring function. The 2KA-ME
union combines proven twin-channel
technology for the hydraulic release and
integrated media transfer with state-of-theart clamping condition sensor technology.
Also featured from OTT-Jakob will be the
Power Check spindle monitoring system
● Swiss speeder and angle-head specialist
Pibomulti has a further addition to its
Rainbow range of angle-heads, one able to
clamp up to a 12 mm diameter tool shank
via a Gewefa hydraulic clamping system
● Heat-shrink clamping machine expert
Rineck will be featuring toolholders and
cutters from its range ● Collet specialist
Nann will show two of its latest
developments – a new MSK manuallyoperated collet chuck and a spindle unit
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range for use with draw-back, dead-length
and expanding collets ● From Fahrion
there’ll be the Precision Centro P Premium
range of collet chucks, the Ultra Power
Chucks, Dynamic Performance Chucks and
Mini Precision Chucks.

#

tooling – Horn Cutting Tools, Stand 20340 ● During high performance reaming
of through-holes or deep blind holes,
standard solutions often reach their
technical limits. Long-chipping materials and
those that are difficult to cut make it
necessary to modify the tool system, as well
as the internal coolant supply. Bespoke,
additively manufactured coolant discs that
can be screwed on to the tool shank to
ensure reliable chip control are now offered
by Horn. Extended tool life is a benefit ● The
406 tangential milling cutter system gains
an insert with wiper geometry for finishing.
The new geometry produces very high
surface quality, even at elevated feed rates,
resulting in shorter machining times, while
there’s also a reduced need for subsequent
grinding processes ● An expanded range of
monocrystalline diamond (MCD) tipped,
ballnose end-mills for brilliant-finish
prismatic machining of non-ferrous materials
will be stand news. The new, larger diameter
variants reduce machining time, ensure tight
tolerances and produce finishes in the
nanometre range. Stock diameter are 6, 8,
10, 12 and 16 mm. All variants are singleedged, feature an internal coolant supply
and have a solid carbide shank for vibrationfree machining. Horn offers MCD solutions
for brilliant-finish turning, too ● Delivering
reduced cycle times and production costs in
series production on turning and mill-turn
centres, Horn has introduced customised
carbide form inserts for machining diameters
of 16 mm and up, with profile widths of 16,

20 and 26 mm as standard. Based on its
117 tool system, the patented insert seat
guarantees high concentricity and minimal
axial runout, as well as high repeatability of
insert exchange to within microns. All
variants have an internal coolant supply.
High accuracy and surface quality plus
financial savings are benefits ● New
toolholder variants for the S100 system
enable parting off on turning centres that
have feed movement in the Y-axis. The
method enables effective parting and
grooving using high cutting parameters,
resulting in short machining times, while due
to the system’s extra stability, the option to
part off large diameters with a compact
toolholder and use of narrow groove widths
is available ● New IG35 coating has high
heat and delivers high performance and long
tool life when machining stainless steels,
titanium alloys and superalloys. IG35 is
available for the S100, S101, S224, S229,
and S274 grooving systems, as well as for
the circular interpolation milling and solid
carbide milling systems ● A new style
toolholder for Supermini type 105 grooving
and boring tools has a novel design that
sees clamping the carbide insert using a
tensioning wedge on the face, rather than
the circumference of the tool, as was
previously the case. It enables the insert to
be held in place with more force, which in
turn makes the entire system more rigid.
A higher level of repeatability when changing
the insert allows better use to be made of
the space available for mounting it, of
The new IG35 coating
offers high performance in
stainless steels, titanium
and superalloys
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Parting off along the Y-axis
is now offered by Horn
tool system ensures a soft cut with positive
radial and axial rake angles. It features
precision-ground, indexable inserts having
six cutting edges, giving low cost per edge,
as well as high accuracy and surface quality.
Substrates AS46, IG35 and NE2B in rightand left-hand versions and with corner radii
of 0.4 or 0.8 mm for machining different
materials are offered. Maximum depth of cut
is 9.9 mm. Cutter diameters are from 50 to
125 mm.

#

significant advantage when working with
Swiss-type lathes, as it enables users to
change the insert without removing the
toolholder. The Horn Supermini tool system
is suitable for boring holes from 0.2 to 8
mm in diameter ● A new skiving tool for
larger gears up to module 30 utilises S117
single-edge inserts whose patented seat and
threaded connection ensure precise
positioning and clamping for high rigidity and
repeatability of exchange. A ground
chipbreaker enables effective swarf removal
from the machining zone, all cutting edges
being cooled directly by an internal coolant
supply ● HP geometry for the Supermini
system is new. The multi-functional tool is
suitable for a range of applications, including
drilling, boring, face turning and skimming.
The new geometry enables higher cutting
data and the wiper geometry produces high
surface qualities, even at elevated feed
rates. When boring, an accurate 90°
shoulder is achieved at the base of blind
holes. Able to drill into solid material in
diameters ranging from 3 to 7 mm, the
Supermini HP offers the option of
immediately boring an inner contour after
drilling, without needing to change the tool
● The M610 tangential milling system has
been extended to include a 90° shoulder
mill and new carbide grades. The patented
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tooling – Industrial Tooling Corporation,
Stand 20-555 ● As well as the latest
technology from partners such as BIG
Kaiser, Bass, Stock, Lexington and
Kemmler, Widia tooling will be a focus
● A MACH premier will be given to the new
range of 4U50 (short series) and 4U80
(standard length) shallow-pitch roughing
cutters (photo, below). Perfect for stainless
steel and high temperature alloys, the new
solid carbide end-mills demonstrate reliable
consistent performance at higher machining
parameters when conducting prolonged
machining cycles on challenging aerospacegrade materials ● The extended Victory
X-Feed (VXF) high-feed milling range of
indexable milling cutters now features VXF07, VXF-09 and VXF-16 insert designations.
Victory X-Feed is available as screw-on,
cylindrical, Weldon and shell-mill variants,
and has the flexibility to undertake facing,
3D profiling, pocket milling, contour, deep
pocket, helical interpolation and Z-axis
contour plunge milling ● For 90° shoulder
milling, the VSM platform, and
in particular the new VSM11
and VSM17 helical cutters, will

be a stand exhibit. VSM11 and VSM17 are
available with screw-on, Weldon, cylindrical,
shell-mill and the M4000 cartridge-type
milling cutters. Diameters range from 16 to
315 mm. With aggressive ramping capability,
an optimised chip-gash and internal throughcoolant supply, the new VSM improves
productivity, stability and performance when
machining stainless steel and hightemperature alloys ● New also is the WGC
Series of grooving, profiling and parting-off
tools. Available with a variety of modular
toolholders for grooving and profiling with a
selection of blade type toolholders for
parting operations, new precision moulded
and ground WGC grooving inserts that
demonstrate high side-load stability, easy
indexing, improved seating stability and
protective ‘horns’ to eliminate chip-jamming
will be highlighted. With PVD-coated grades
and a positive rake design, the new WGC
grooving line will deliver a “huge productivity
boost”.
Lang Technik UK will
be at MACH for the
first time

#

automation #workholding – Lang
Technik UK, Stand 17-40 ● Makro Grip
“the original and still the leading formclosure technology that provides the highest
holding power for 5-face machining”. This
system uses innovative pre-stamping, a
technology developed by Lang, where the
workpiece is stamped outside of the
machine tool with up to 20 tons of pressure
before being clamped in the Makro-Grip
5-axis vice ● Quick-Point machine table/
clamping device interface for fast set-up is
offered in a wide range of variants – round,
rectangular or square plates, for single or
multiple clamping. It can be used in vertical
and horizontal machining centres, on 3- and
5-axis tables and fourth-axis rotary or
trunnion systems. The attachment of the
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zero-point plate to the machine table or
faceplate is achieved easily through the use
of a prefabricated hole patterns for common
T-slot distances, bore patterns and bolt
circles or individual, customised mounting
options.

#

industry_4.0 #tooling #toolholding –
Mapal, Stand 18-330 ● Mapal will
emphasise its position as a full line supplier
with a range of new drilling, reaming and
toolholding lines that will appear alongside
innovative solid carbide and PCD cutting
tools as well as Industry 4.0 technologies
● New Drill-Ream system combines pilotdrilling, drilling and reaming in a single pass,
and incorporates a self-centring pyramid tip
for unparalleled precision. It is offered in
incremental diameters from 5.97 mm
through to 12.72 mm ● Tritan-Drill Steel
boasts impressive performance, but Mapal
will be taking drilling technology to a new
level at MACH 2020 with the arrival of the
new MEGA-Deep-Drill and MEGA-PilotDrill. These are for drilling the deepest
possible bores having the smallest
diameters in the range 1 to 2.9 mm
● In addition, MEGA-Drill-Hardened
and MEGA-Speed-Drill-Inox for drilling
to depths of 8xD and 12xD will be
introduced. MEGA-Drill-Hardened can
Mapal will underline its Industry
4.0 credentials with its c-Com
platform, which includes this
c-Connect Box for any machine
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machine hard materials up to 65HRc, while
MEGA-Speed-Drill-Inox has been developed
for 12xD drilling ● For steel drilling in
unstable machining conditions, there’s the
new QTD Pyramid tipped drill, which uses the
smallest possible amount of carbide with an
indexable insert that centres itself ● Mapal
has re-designed its toolholding ranges,
employing intelligent design strategies that
focus primarily upon reliable functionality.
The remit was to revise chuck appearance
whilst adding value for the customer. One of
the elements in the new concept is the
brilliant surface finish that ensures chucks
are more corrosion resistant. Fool-proof
handling is another element, while greatest
possible stability and vibration dampening
characteristics was another focus ● The
complete delivery chain can be networked via
Mapal’s open cloud c-Com platform. The
‘c-Connect’ module that includes a box of the
same name provides a low-cost entry the
Industry 4.0. c-Connect makes it possible to
transmit tool data from the setting
fixture to the machine digitally,
including the registration of inventory
movements. Machine status can be
monitored using the c-Connect Box by
means of various sensors.
Independent of the CNC, a c-Connect
Box (below) can be mounted on each
machine tool and connected via USB.
This means that production facilities
with different machine tools can be

Mitutoyo’s stand will feature
the recently launched Mitutoyo
CRYSTA-Apex V CMM
networked quickly and easily. In support of
this, an enhanced Unibase-S single
automatic dispenser takes vending
technology to a new level.

#

inspection #metrology #metrology_
software – Mitutoyo, Stand 19-530
● A multitude of new measuring and testing
instruments is promised, including the
recently launched MiSTAR 555 CNC CMM.
The cost-effective unit is designed to provide
users with an accurate, reliable means of
shopfloor measurement. It does not require
compressed air and needs only a domestic
electrical supply ● CRYSTA-Apex V series of
CNC CMMs are an addition to the company’s
range of CMMs. They deliver high accuracy
(1.7 micron), in addition to high speed and
high acceleration characteristics ● Newly
developed, high accuracy, high resolution
QM-Height Gauges with ABSOLUTE linear
encoders for position detection will be
another stand exhibit ● Three recently
introduced optical instruments will be on
stand, including the award-winning MiSCAN
Vision System. This multi-sensor vision
measuring machine combines highly
accurate non-contact vision measurements
with tactile measuring. The MiSCAN Vision
System uses an SP25M touch-probe and
Mitutoyo’s newly developed MPP-NANO
scanning probe that is specifically designed
for high accuracy scanning measurement of
minute parts. The system is supported by
the MCOSMOS and VISIONPAK-PRO software
● Demonstrations of the new Mitutoyo
Formtracer Avant will illustrate the innovative
hybrid instrument’s ability to deliver both
contour and surface roughness
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measurements in a single, easy-to-use unit
● Mitutoyo’s new HR-350 hardness tester
will be proving its ability to provide accurate
readings across five different hardness
testing methods.

#

CADCAM – Open Mind Technologies UK,
Stand 17-440 ● Latest release
hyperMILL, 2020.1, introduces a raft of new
features that include significant
enhancements to everything from Slot-Rib
Probing, 3D Optimised Roughing, 3D Profile
Finishing, 3D and 5-axis Corner Rest
Machining, 5-axis Blade Tangent Milling,
Additive Manufacturing and Automatic Contour
Feature Splitting. In addition to this are further
improvements to the Settings Wizard,
Toolpath Display, 5-axis Tube Finishing and
5-axis Contouring functions, with more feature
enhancements also incorporated into the
hyperCAD-S CAD platform. The major new
features rest on NC code-based hyperMILL
VIRTUAL Machining simulation solution, the
Digital Twin concept and the hyperMILL
AUTOMATION Center ● hyperMILL VIRTUAL
Machining creates a virtual representation of
the actual machine tool, making it possible to

design a significantly more efficient and safer
set-up. hyperMILL VIRTUAL Machining
comprises three modules. In the ‘Center’,
which is the simulation solution, the
machine, the controller and PLC, are
represented virtually and simulated, based on
the NC code – for maximum safety. During
post-processing, the ‘Optimizer’ automatically
selects the best solution for collision-free
orientation. In Version 2020.1, the Optimizer
has been enhanced, so the automatic
solution selection and calculation time during
post-processor have been improved. This
significantly reduces auxilliary processing
times. A new ‘Smooth linking’ function
automatically optimises all linking movements
between the individual operations, ensuring
that repositioning and movement are always
in close proximity to the workpiece and
checked for collisions. Subsequently,
‘CONNECTED Machining‘ feature enables bidirectional networking with the machine, so
that parameters can be compared against the
CAM program, and the machine can also be
controlled remotely ● hyperMILL ADDITIVE
Manufacturing supports Powder Bed Fusion
(PBF) and Directed Energy Deposition (DED)
hyperMILL’s new ‘Smooth linking’
function automatically optimises all
linking movements
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Sodick’s super-accurate ALC400P can
deliver pitch accuracy of ±1 micron
processes. In hybrid manufacturing processes
that combine additive and subtractive
manufacturing, hyperMILL enables users to
perfectly program additive layering and
subtractive milling together.

#

EDM #machining_centres #moulding –
Sodick Europe/Sodi-Tech EDM, Stand
20-310 ● Examples of latest Sodick
technology across a range of machining and
production processes will include not only
wire and sink EDM, but also high speed
milling, together with horizontal injection
moulding. In addition, seen for the first time
anywhere will be a prototype of the new
5-axis K4HL small hole EDM drilling
machine, developed specifically to meet the
requirements of the aerospace industry to
drill thousands of high precision holes in
exotic materials for jet engine turbines
● High speed milling machine UH650L
incorporates linear drives in all axes and,
unlike conventional machines, combines
rough and fine milling in one operating
mode. High spindle speed and small
diameter tools cuts at fine depths – resulting
in enhanced dimensional accuracy, surface
finish, and tool life. Coolant is not required
and mist machining is possible ● For those
looking for highest accuracy in the EDM
process, the super-accurate ALC400P
provides the answer. Every element of the
AL-P series has been developed to satisfy
the most demanding requirements, for
example a pitch accuracy of ±1 micron.
ALC-P machines incorporate as standard an
inverter-type dielectric chiller that monitors
and maintains the dielectric temperature to
within ±1°, minimising the thermal effect
inside the work area. An additional thermal
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sensor is installed inside the worktank for
even more accurate temperature control.
Even the door to the machine has been
considered and is constructed of carbon
fibre to minimise ‘weight shift’ ● Part of
Sodick’s VL series range of advanced
performance wire EDMs, the VL600Q builds
on the technologies of the AL series. The
large capacity VL600Q is well suited to a wide
range of machining applications and
incorporates advanced tension servo control,
precision pick-up function, an energy saving
circuit and a dielectric cooling unit. Options
include a rotary table, a large wire spool
feeder and a PCD tool cutting package
● AD35L is an improved basic machine
structure having increased rigidity to minimise
deformation and enable optimum
performance at high speed and rapid
acceleration via linear motors ● As the bestselling model in Sodick’s AG range, the
AG60L delivers high speed, high accuracy
cutting. It employs linear drive technology and
simplified control mechanisms, and boasts
the fastest possible servo response and
optimal spark gaps at all times ● Injection
moulding machine GL30-LP has already been
seen in Europe but it is expected to raise
considerable interest. The unit incorporates a
Sodick’s best-selling model will be on the
stand at MACH
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Solidcam’s iMachining
is a patented process.
Live demonstrations
will be running at
MACH

two-stage plunger injection system, the
V-LINE, that is designed to provide three
critical capabilities: a consistent plasticising
heat profile; a constant filling volume; and
constant holding pressure. Together, these
ensure the machine achieves ultra-precision
injection moulding, consistently and reliably.

#

CADCAM – SolidCAM UK, Stand 17-345
● Live cutting demonstrations of its
patented iMachining technology, as well as
a powerful 5-axis simultaneous milling
solution taking both barrel- and lens-style
cutter machining, plus mirror
machining will be showcased on
a Romi DCM 620 5x.
iMachining is particularly
effective on hard and
difficult-to-machine
materials, such as Inconel
and titanium. Using its
Technology Wizard,
speeds and feeds based
on toolpath, stock
material, type of cutting
tool and CNC machine
specifications are provided.
Continually making adjustments to
the intelligent morphing spirals
ensures that a constant chip
thickness is maintained and the
tool kept in contact with the
material at all times. Increased
average tool life of five times or
more and times savings on hard

materials as high as 90% are claimed
● Presentations highlighting the scalable
software that supports milling and turning
functionality, including multi-turret, multispindle and Swiss-type plus multi-channel
synchronisation will also feature. There is no
limit to the number of axes SolidCAM can
control and synchronise in mill-turn
applications, as Gordon Drysdale, managing
director of SolidCAM UK, states: “Some of
the Swiss-type lathes can have 14 or more
axes. SolidCAM can write all the programs
for the different channels, synchronise them,
simulate the result and perform clash
detection to produce a safe and efficient
toolpath.” ● SolidCAM seamlessly
integrates inside SolidWorks or Autodesk
Inventor, with full toolpath associativity.

#

automation #CADCAM #turning –
Star Micronics GB, Stand 20-472
● The brand-new SX-38 sliding-head lathe
will feature alongside many of the
company’s most popular machines,
including the ST-38, SR-38 Type B, SR-32JII
Type B, SR-20JII Type B, SR-20RIV Type B,
SB-20R Type G and SW-12RII. An SR-32JII
Type A will be on partner company Floyd
Automatic Tooling’s stand 20-472 ● Each
machine will be equipped with Star’s High
Frequency Turning (HFT) swarf control
software, developed to increase machine
efficiency on difficult-to-chip materials. HFT
works on any linear axis on any channel and
is the only chip-breaking software of its kind
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machine stoppages. MultiSwiss machines
are as accessible as single-spindle
machines and a single-spindle machine
operator can quickly become a MultiSwiss
operator. As quick to set up as a singlespindle turning machine, the key difference
is that the MultiSwiss is at least five times
as productive as a single-spindle turning
machine ● To highlight the capabilities of
the TISIS system to manage and control
machine tools remotely, Floyd Automatic
Tooling (Stand 20-472) will have a remote
TISIS link to monitor and control machines
that are physically located on the Tornos
exhibition stand.

#
Star’s new SX-38 type B
will be a stand exhibit
that can be fitted to both new and older Star
models dating back to 1996 ● Star’s
engineers will also be demonstrating how
quickly and efficiently CNC programs can be
generated via the company’s popular NC
Assist and PU-JR programming editors –
each offering simple conversational
interfaces with a range of useful preinstalled templates ● A FANUC
pick-and-place robotic cell developed in
conjunction with Renishaw and using the
post-process Equator gauging system will
also be on show. The cell will be
demonstrating how components can be
machined and inspected with minimal
operator intervention, while automatically
adjusting tool offset data to ensure
maximum accuracy.

tenths of a second. Three configurations
are stated as possible: entry-level option
without a Y-axis; three Y axes for
intermediate applications; and six Y axes
for the most complex parts. The MultiSwiss
can improve surface finishes and extend
tool life by an average of 30% (and up to
70% in some extreme cases), minimising

degreasing – Turbex, Stand 17-310
● Announced by the company will be
optional functionality available in two of
Turbex’ industrial washing machine models,
Java and Palma, that increases the
efficiency of washing components, improves
their cleanliness and widens the range of
applications that can be undertaken. Called
‘vector kinematics’, the patented feature is
in addition to process-specific, targeted
cleaning that is tailored to large-scale
cleaning of families of similar parts. The new
vector motion sees the basket of

#

Industry_4.0 #turning – Tornos
Technologies UK, Stand 20-472 ● UK
exhibition debuts will be given to the
MultiSwiss 8X26 and the SwissNano 7
(details not yet released), while the TISIS
connectivity package will underline the
company’s Industry 4.0 offer ● One of a
family of three having spindle capacities of
14 to 32 mm, the mid-range, eight-spindle
MultiSwiss 8X26 is said to take the
performance of the MultiSwiss range to a
new level, both in terms of component
complexity and productivity. Independent
11 kW motor-spindles equipped with a C-axis
and counter-spindle can reach 8,000 rpm in
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Tornos’ new MultiSwiss range delivers
performance at a higher level
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‘Vector kinematics’ is a new patented
feature for Turbex Java and Palma models.
It increases washing efficiency, improves
cleanliness and widens the range of
applications possible

cleaning procedure ● On show for the first
time will be a heavy duty Turbex ACV-1.7-2
aqueous cleaning machine from the
company’s range of PLC-run front-loading,
spray washing and rinsing machines. The
main feature of the latest-generation
models, which have options for one, two or
three process tanks, is a pump that is
mounted vertically rather than horizontally,
resulting in more powerful cleaning and

much quieter operation. Popular for
degreasing, precision cleaning, phosphating,
paint removal, descaling and de-rusting,
both single- and multi-stage units are
available, with options for one, two or three
process tanks. Standard sizes range from
one to three metres in diameter, but larger
versions are offered. Air blast and hot air
drying stages are optional, as is gas instead
of electric heating. Other optional
accessories include steam extraction,
automatic refill, an oil skimmer or separator
and a detergent dosing unit. A manually
operated spray lance with its own impeller
pump can also be supplied ● The Turbex
ProLine range delivers high level cleanliness.
On the stand will be an automated 550
system having three wet stages and a dryer
plus load and unload stations. There are
four variants in the modular, fine and ultrafine cleaning line range – Easy, Auto, Semi
and Auto+. Available in five tank sizes, they
offer different levels of capability, including
semi-automatic handling and also cater for
various component weights and production
quantities. A hallmark of these machines is
multi-frequency ultrasonics, enabling a single
transducer to generate two different
ultrasonic frequencies. Cycle times can be
significantly shorter and there is the added
advantage that dissimilar components and
materials can be processed in the same
tank. Different drying systems are available
including hot air, infrared and vacuum to
allow optimum processing of different
materials. ■

Think differently about finance
components and the aqueous spray system
rotated in either the same or opposite
direction, or both sequentially, within a
program. What the kinematics adds is even
more relative movement, shortening the
washing time or increasing cleaning and
drying effectiveness within the same cycle.
Unlike with fixed nozzles, workpieces are
sprayed from many angles. Compared to
rigid nozzle systems, the number of
particulates remaining on processed parts is
reduced by up to 70% for any set of four
cleaning parameters defined in the so-called
sinner’s circle – chemistry, temperature,
contact time and mechanical power – which
determine the overall efficiency of any
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Compass Business Finance (Stand 19-501) will be encouraging visitors to MACH 2020 to
think differently about how they source finance for their business investments. As a
finance company that has specialised in providing finance to manufacturing businesses
for the past 15 years, it says it has the knowledge and understanding of the industry to
ensure that provided solutions are flexible and competitive.
The company suggests that as visitors walk the halls exploring the latest technologies,
it’s worth taking a moment to consider the options for how any investment will be
financed. Compass adds that it has a team of finance specialists that will be happy to
help individuals understand the options and possibilities available.
David Bunker, director of Compass Business Finance, says: “Working with a specialist
intermediary, such as ourselves, gives you a much wider range of options. We work with
several providers, as well as lending from our own book, to structure proposals that are
tailored exactly to your needs.”
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Although many technological
elements underpin Studer's global
standing, new livery will hammer
home its claims more obviously
Inset: CEO Jens Bleher said Studer
recorded its third best result last
year and increased market share

(Machinery April 2019: https://
is.gd/iperoc) didn't even take a
year to score around 100
machine sales, he pointed out
(see box p33 for brief machine
details).
As regards market sectors,
Studer reported that the
automotive sector in particular
saw challenging market
conditions but that this
weakness was offset by a
flourishing aerospace sector.
However, as regards market
demand fluctuation, Studer’s system of
temporary skilled workers and annualised
hours means that it can realise a ~20%
change in working hours, if required, it was
pointed out.
While no new products were unveiled at
the event, two were promised soon.
Launched this month at GrindTec is a laser
measurement system, for instance. Featured
on an S41 model, a reduction in
measurement and checking time of 60% is
claimed. In addition to that, a new hydraulic
synchronous tailstock is coming. “The
hydraulics of the redesigned synchronous
tailstock have been replaced by a servo
drive with an electrical clamping function.
The repeatability and accuracy of the
clamping force have been increased to the
exact gram. An even lower contact pressure
can now also be selected.” Features
highlighted were: 30 mm more stroke (120
instead of 90 mm); centre pressure through
an NC axis and spring tension; very low tip
pressure; automatic fine adjustment; and
pneumatic clamping chuck.
The company’s efforts in restoring
existing machines to as-new condition is
becoming increasingly important, though.
Machine overhauls and maintenance
achieved a new record turnover, the

Success in
challenging times
With the EMO show just gone, the regular Studer event was less about
new developments and more about the success of recent product
launches and increased market penetration. Andrew Allcock was there

J

ens Bleher, CEO of Fritz Studer AG
(https://is.gd/odicib), announced that
the company had achieved the third-best
annual turnover in the company's history
last year, and that, despite difficult market
conditions, the cylindrical grinding machine
manufacturer had increased its market
share again. One reason for its success is
the high proportion of new customers, at
almost 40%, it was underlined. Increased
market share is again forecast for this year.
Sandro Bottazzo, the company's chief
strategy officer, noted that in North America
Studer achieved the second best result in

the company's 100-year history, while in
the Asian region in particular, incoming
orders for internal cylindrical grinding
machines were held at the “high level of
2018”. But the company sold its wares to
some 37 countries last year.
Three machine types achieved record
incoming orders: the S121, the S141 and
the S151, the flagship of internal cylindrical
grinding machines. Internal grinding
machines now account for ~20% of sales,
with that expected to increase, while the
new universal cylindrical grinding machines
of the Favorit, the S33 and the S31

Unique technology offers strong medicine
Existing technology Studer WireDress, which supports metal-bonded CBN and diamond
wheels, was highlighted as having reduced cycle time for an application from the
medical sector by 70%. A life-cycle solution project was carried out in Biel, in which
ceramic components for use in mass spectrometers were form-ground with high
precision in several grinding trials with the customer. Only Studer has this technology.
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SUPPLY SIDE REAFFIRMING BRAND STRENGTH
Machine rebuilding is an
increasing part of the
company's business, taking
barely recognisable parts and
making them like new
company reported. Both service areas
enjoyed a double-digit increase once again.
Said Bottazzo: “Machine overhauls are an
important business area for us and ideally
complement our new machine business.
This means that our customers can have the
complete range, from new machine through
to machine overhaul, from a single source.”
More than 25 employees are involved in
giving machines and assemblies a new
lease of life, while over 400 machines have
been completely overhauled to date. In an
allied move, Studer said that it would also
now retrofit automation solutions to existing
machines.
And in the automation area, the company
underlined its offerings of the easyLoad,
intended for the S33, S31, S22 and S41.
The system is suitable for shaft components
up to a part length of 300 mm and diameter
of 4 to 30 mm (interfering contour 50 mm
diameter maximum), so covering the majority
of the part spectrum of these machines.
In the mid-range, standardised
automation systems are still the rule,
although additional functions, such as
deburring, brushing or re-measuring ground
parts, can be offered. In this area, Studer
collaborates with partners such as Wenger
Automation & Engineering AG. The WeStack
cell, WeSpeed cell and the WeFlex offer
three levels of automation (more details:
https://is.gd/mezequ). A special solution for
the North American market was revealed,
the flexLoad. This comprises a 6-axis robot
that can move into the machine on a
seventh axis for workpiece changeover.
Currently models S33, S31 and S41 can be
employed with this.
Studer also points to its efforts in
boosting its internal efficiency and quality.
One traditional area is the upgrading of its
production facilities. In 2019, prismatic
5-axis mill-turn technology had been
installed, while for this year it is spindle
shaft manufacturing that will be the target of
lead time and cost reduction efforts. Core
technology components are those that
Studer makes in house. But it isn’t just
hardware investment these days, Industry
4.0-style improvements within parent United
Grinding Group's Digital Eco-System are also
part of the company’s efforts. Cutting tool
management, electro-cabinet design and
assembly (>20% of assembly cost, as they

have to be ordered specially for each
machine) and screen-displayed assembly
instructions that also allow operator
feedback are three areas cited.
Pushing ahead on all fronts, then, little by
little and in continuous fashion, was the
overriding theme. As CEO Bleher said, for a
company that is “one of the leading
manufacturers of cylindrical grinding
machines” that very claim means that it
requires the company to “overcome
limitations and focuses concentration on
barely perceptible details that ultimately
make the difference, in order to achieve

what initially
appears
impossible. At times like
these, there is a special focus on the
efficiency and quality of our processes and
product”.
And to reaffirm its ‘The Art of Grinding’
tagline, Studer is giving its machines a livery
refresh to hammer home the point in more
obvious fashion than perhaps do those
“barely perceptible details” that really
underpin its technological edge. Hinted at in
February, the new look was unveiled at
GrindTec this month. ■

Machine models on a high in brief
Favorit – A CNC universal cylindrical grinding machine for individual and batch
production, with centre distances of 400, 650, 1,000 and 1,600 mm, a centre height
of 175 mm and part handling capacity of 150 kg. StuderPictogramming is a feature
making it easy to employ.
S33 – A CNC universal cylindrical grinding machine for individual, small batch and largescale production, it has between centres distances of 400, 650, 1,000 and 1,600 mm,
a centre height of 175 mm and 150 kg workpiece capacity. Change-over from between
centres to live grinding “in record time” is claimed.
S31 – A CNC cylindrical grinding machine for individual, small batch and large-scale
production, with centre distances of 400, 650, 1,000 and 1,600 mm, centre height of
175 mm and 150 kg workpiece capacity. It is an expandable modular system that has a
high resolution B-axis of 0.00005° and a swivelling wheelhead that enables external,
internal and face grinding in a single clamping.
S131 – A CNC universal internal cylindrical grinding machine with swing over workpiece
table of 250 mm and maximum workpiece length (including clamping device) of
300 mm.
S141 – A CNC universal internal cylindrical grinding machine offered in three sizes for
workpiece lengths (including clamping devices) of 300, 700 and 1,300 mm. For all
models, maximum grinding length is 250 mm for internal and 150 mm for external
diameters. Application areas include spindle shafts, spindle housings, rotor shaft axes
or flanged parts.
S151 – A CNC universal internal cylindrical grinding machine available in two sizes, for
workpiece lengths (including clamping device) up to 700 or 1,300 mm. Swing over the
workpiece table is 550 mm. Large spindle shafts, spindle housings, rotor shafts or
large-flanged parts are target applications.
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INDUSTRY 4.0 & AUTOMATION PRACTICAL APPLICATION

Applied science

Castrol & Gehring are working
together to improve the results
of honing through better
coolant condition control

Andrew Allcock has news of three practical Industry 4.0-style developments, in machine tool
maintenance, automotive part grinding/honing and rotor grinding and milling

N

ot yet ready for industrial application,
but a very good example of the
practical use of high technology such
as AI-analysis of images to a rather
mundane task is one that Germany’s
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology has
developed. It is a system for the fully
automated monitoring of ballscrew drives in
machine tools.
In mechanical engineering, the timely
maintenance and replacement of defective
components in machine tools is an
important part of maintaining reliable
manufacturing process. In the case of
ballscrew drives, such as those used in
lathes, wear has until now been determined
manually.
Explains Professor Jürgen Fleischer from
the Institute for Production Technology
(WBK) at the Karlsruhe Institute of
Technology (KIT): “Maintenance is therefore
associated with installation work, which
means the machine comes to a standstill.
Our approach, on the other hand, integrates
an intelligent camera system directly into the
drive, which enables a user to continuously
monitor the spindle status. If there is a need
for action, the system informs the user
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automatically.”
The new system combines a camera with
light source attached to the nut of the drive
and artificial intelligence (AI) that evaluates
the image data. As the ballnut moves on the
screw, it takes individual pictures of each
screw section, enabling the analysis of the
entire spindle surface.
Combining image data from ongoing
operations with machine-learning methods
enables system users to assess the
condition of the spindle surface. “We trained
our algorithm with thousands of images, so
that it can now confidently distinguish
between spindles with defects and those
without,” WBK’s Tobias Schlagenhauf, who
helped development the system, says. “By
further evaluating the image data, we can
precisely qualify and interpret wear and thus
distinguish if discoloration is simply dirt or
harmful pitting.”
When training the AI system, the team
took account of all conceivable forms of
visible degeneration and validated the
algorithm’s functionality with new image
data that the model had never seen before.
The algorithm is suitable for all applications
that identify image-based defects on the
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screw surface and is transferrable to other
applications. This example will be on display
at next month’s Hannover Messe.
A practical example that is ready for
application is Castrol’s SmartControl, a realtime fluid condition monitoring solution. It is
being employed on Gehring’s machine tools,
an automotive expert supplying advanced
honing solutions. The surface structure of

1. Housing, including lighting
2. Connecting piece between camera system
and ballscrew nut
3. Camera for recording images
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Holroyd Precision is
adding intelligent
capabilities to its
machines, to improve
machine performance
and output

cylinder blocks has to be perfectly designed
to absorb as much engine oil as possible,
while maintaining the required friction
properties for ideal fuel combustion. This
partnership will enable greater precision in
manufacturing and open up new possibilities
for the use of new materials in future engine
designs.
Gehring (https://is.gd/oyexey) and Castrol
(https://is.gd/nonule) will be working together
on integrating SmartControl into Gehring’s
machines and their machine data platform
Gehring Core. This should enable greater
process stability, increased efficiency in fluid
use and machine operations, as well as
greater tool life and improved quality.
Combining Castrol’s stable and high
performing XBB fluids with the real-time
condition monitoring technology will enable
the best performance on Gehring’s
machines, giving customers full control of
their machine operations.
Andreas Osbar, board member, BP Europa
SE and sales director for Lubricants
Industrial Europe, says: “This cooperation
marks an important milestone in our journey
to become the market leader in integrated
product and service solutions for the
manufacturing industry. Through digitalising
the cutting fluid monitoring process, we will
remove manual workload, optimise coolant
consumption and improve the level of control
for our customers. I am also confident that
having SmartControl inside of Gehring honing
machines will demonstrate the stability of
our XBB product range.”
Dr Sebastian Schöning, CEO of the
Gehring Group, adds: “This cooperation is a
perfect example of how digitalisation should
work: facilitating everyday production and
opening up new possibilities. Castrol’s
SmartControl together with our Core platform
give manufacturers straight advantages in
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performance, quality and cost while they are
easily implemented.”
Another company involved in precision
machining is the UK’s Holroyd Precision
(https://is.gd/ocerim), a member of the
Precision Technologies Group. The company
has introduced a number of innovative
technologies to its rotor milling and grinding
machines that will bring even greater levels
of intelligence and efficiency to its
customers’ manufacturing strategies.
Explains Holroyd regional sales director
Steven Benn: “Our goal has always been to
develop technologies that simplify the
manufacturing of even the most complex
helical components. The opportunity for
customers to specify our own HMI, for
example, and the introduction of the Holroyd
Profile Management System software
program to assist with the entire helical
component manufacturing process, are
perfect examples. As is our ability to provide
rotor milling and grinding machines that
integrate seamlessly with individual Industry
4.0 strategies – and offer future-proofed
technologies.”
And now, advanced RFID scanning, as
developed for Holroyd’s Zenith 400 helical
profile grinder, is now available with all
Holroyd EX Series rotor milling machines and
Holroyd TG Series rotor and screw grinding
machines. Said to be particularly valuable
where machines are integrated into
automated production cells, the RFID tagging
process offers a fool-proof solution to quality
control, ensuring that chuck, collet, cutter
and tailstock – in fact, virtually any
component or tooling item that needs to be
switched between manufacturing cycles –
is changed to the correct item for any
individual set-up.
In a world where information is king,
Holroyd is also working with leading
automation specialists to not only
incorporate IO-Link communication
technology into new machines, but also offer
it as an upgrade opportunity to deliver rapid,
‘single cable’ data transfer and performance
monitoring capability from older machine
tools.
Says Benn: “The opportunities that IO-Link
communication provides for process data
collection and analysis are immense. We
selected IO-Link for its ability to handle vast
amounts of data, its recognised capability in

providing powerful opportunities for industrial
automation and its capacity to communicate
at every level, right down to the simplest
automation.
“For Holroyd machine tool customers, the
real benefit will be the opportunity to learn
from incredible levels of rich, real-time, as
well as historic, production and performance
data – in order to make comparisons that
can benefit efficiency, accuracy and quality,
and determine trends.
“For example: does a machine’s
workhead temperature alter significantly
during a particular process and, if so, what is
the cause? Do production rates and cycle
times vary by operator? Again, why? And
does a variation in a machine’s coolant
pressure or flow rate relate to expected tool
life? These are just hypothetical questions.
But with production and machine condition
data available immediately to desktop, tablet
and phone, we will provide customers with a
wealth of information to help drive
performance and advance the predictive
diagnostic capabilities of our PPM service
programs.”
Access to totally anonymised machine
performance data, collected – with consent –
from customers globally could also assist
Holroyd in further enhancing what it believes
to be class-leading customer care and
planned preventive maintenance (PPM)
packages, including scheduling maintenance
around production regimes. Such valuable
information will also help with Holroyd’s
continuous design improvement strategy,
maintaining its position as a manufacturer
and supplier of high quality, precision
machine tools.
“Knowing exactly how different machines
perform in quite different manufacturing
environments, even if – as anticipated – any
variation in performance is miniscule, will
enable us to deliver even higher standards of
support to all our customers,” concludes
Benn. “At the end of the day, our objective is
simple: to enable customers to answer what
we call the 100% rule. Is a given machine
running at 100% speed and achieving 100%
performance? Is it available for use 100% of
the time? And do its operators always
achieve 100% quality? With answers to these
questions, and our support, customers will
be able to realise levels of productivity and
efficiency like never before.” ■
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TOOLING ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING SUPPORTS INNOVATIVE CUTTING TOOL DESIGN & PRODUCTION

The Markforged Mark
Two composite printer
allows both internal
teams and customers
to discuss proposed
tool designs

Beginning of
a journey
Based in Birmingham, Guhring UK is employing metal and composite 3D printing technology from
Markforged to help it develop special tooling for its customers on shorter lead times and with additional
technical advantages. Machinery has more

P

art of world class manufacturer of
precision cutting tools Guhring
headquartered in Germany, the
Birmingham part of the business counts
itself within the over 8,000 employees
worldwide supporting a product range of
1,620 (in 44,000 sizes).
Boasting its own machine shop to
manufacture custom tools and a Technical
Academy to undertake machining trials and
training, Guhring UK has set out on a
3D-printing journey that is paying early
results and has much more yet to give.
As Alan Pearce, PCD production
supervisor at Guhring UK, points out:
“Modern industry is relentlessly working to
ever shorter lead times and as we are one of
the main partners in their production
process we have to do the same. Therefore,
anything we can do to shorten the design,
development and manufacture of special
tools is of benefit to everyone.
“We are always looking to reduce the
lead times associated with special tooling
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and we’ve made good progress over the
years. We set ourselves a challenge to
outperform our competitors in this area,
whilst also trying to reduce the overall cost
of the development cycle – which is not a
simple task, by any means.”
Guhring split its additive project into two
areas, R&D and special tool production.
Pearce picks up the story: “The first
requirement we identified was for
prototyping. We decided to use a 3D printer
to help with new concepts and to share our
designs. We didn’t realise quite how much
use we’d get out of this printer and now it’s
being used to support the UK production
facility with jigs and fixtures, as well as
some custom machine tool parts, too.
“Secondly, we wanted to print special
cutting tool bodies in metal, which we could
integrated into our normal production
process. We had to be able to ship them as
part of our overall solution, directly to end
users. This was something that we felt
would be achievable with the right
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technology, so we set out to find it.
“Special tools are expensive and have
long lead times, so if we could achieve
savings in time and tool cost, we’d be on to
a winner. We also realised that we could
make tools with much more complex
geometry and increasingly radical coolant
pathways.”
Guhring chose to install a Markforged
Mark Two composite printer and a Metal X
3D printer in its technical academy, supplied
by UK agent Mark3D (https://is.gd/zinoho).
Initial prototypes are printed using the
Mark Two, meaning an engineer can have an
accurate representation of the tool very
quickly, supporting both internal and
customer discussions. This provides for
discussions about a proposed concept at
the earliest opportunity, validating, or
otherwise, initial thinking. Printed via a set
of standard settings, the resulting models
use a small amount of material and cost a
few pounds to produce. It’s now possible to
perform a dry run on machines with a plastic
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A finished
cutter, made
with the
critical help
of Guhring’s
Metal X 3D
printer

direct correlation with tip life and thus the
customer to test a new milling tool concept
number of passes the tool can make.
in a head-to-head comparison. This tool has
Continues Pearce: “Our aim is to
been designed to give an ultra-high surface
increase the period between tip
finish on castings. The data
regrinds, this is one of the major
coming back shows our
requests from our customers. We now
printed tools are
have tools out on test that have
performing equally as
directional apertures, which are
well under high speed
aimed exactly at the area where the
and off-centre loads. We’ll
tip contacts the part. The team here
use this data to further
are really excited about the
improve our special tools
potential this gives us. We can
each time we receive it.”
print any aperture we need and
As regards general
route the coolant pathways
benefits gained, these are
anywhere through the body.”
summed up as: 25% saving in
These techniques will be also
cost; 75% time saving; 60%
be used to help with swarf
weight reduction; design
evacuation too, which is
freedom; new applications; and
another recurring challenge.
longer tool life.
A part in
The first tool created on the
Other companies in the
progress within a
Metal X, a milling cutter, was very Metal X 3D printer
Guhring group have also actively
important to the verification
taken part in the new initiative –
process. Milling cutters operate in harsh
tools have been shipped around Europe and
environments, so the team at Guhring set
the orders are still coming in. Guhring UK
out a rigorous test plan for the printed tool
has a growing list of happy customers in and
bodies. Initially, a tool was manufactured
outside of the group, it reports.
with the geometry of a reamer, to accept
Guhring has successfully utilised heatvertical loads and make small cuts. Testing
shrink, hydraulic chuck, steerable
took place in the Birmingham Technical
attachment and mono-block designs so far.
Academy and the tool passed with flying
Once the tool bodies have been printed,
tool; they are life-size and cost very little.
colours. Some small modifications were
they go on to be washed and then sintered
Once a tool has been accepted as a
made to the tip geometry and the team then
in house using Markforged-supplied
viable solution, the design can be verified by
tested some cuts with an off-centre load, to
equipment. Tools are finished using
printing it in metal. The PCD cutting tips are
simulate milling. Once again, the tool
conventional methods, such as grinding,
brazed into place and it’s then attached to a
passed the test.
brazing the tips in place and wire EDM
standard holder, so the team can check
The team at Guhring has now moved on
machining the tips to the correct geometry.
coolant direction and perform usability trials. to create other milling tools, which have also
After the manufacturing process is
Moving forward, all new special tools will be
performed well under load. Guhring’s ability
finished, every tool is inspected and
verified by using some sort of 3D printing.
to create complex geometry has been a real
balanced before it is packaged and
One of the most important features in
bonus and designs are becoming more
dispatched to the customer. Guhring
any cutting tool is the delivery of coolant and imaginative with each tool produced. Pearce
engineers often attend the initial cutting
cutting fluids directly to the tips. This has a
again: “We are working with one particular
trials at customer premises.
Lead times on PCD cutting tools have
been dramatically reduced by the addition of
a Metal X into the production process. It is
also now possible for Guhring to deliver low
volumes cost effectively.
Swarf is a major headache inside finished components and companies spend thousands
The management team openly admit that
of pounds on different solutions to remove it after the machining process. Guhring thought
they’ve
only just scratched the surface of
about this challenge somewhat differently. Using its Metal X printer, the company has
what
they’d
like to achieve. Many of them
used an in-house design to stop the problem happening in the first place. It is now
have
visions
of making ultra-special tools
possible to produce, cost effectively and in low numbers, special tools that ‘eject’ the
that
no
one
has
attempted before, with
swarf out of the main tool body and not down inside the part. The complex geometry
geometry that can only be 3D printed. The
means that coolant pathways that were once impossible to produce can now be created
journey has only just begun for the
inside the tool body as an integral part of the manufacturing process.
company. ■

Getting rid of the swarf headache
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CADCAM & PRODUCTION IT PLOTTING A PATH TO SUCCESS

French laser profiling
and fabrication
subcontractor
AFDL uses Hexagon
software to drive its
business

Many (tool)
paths to success
A French subcontractor employs Hexagon Production Software to drive efficiency; Tebis provides trim
solution for UK vacuum moulder; industry & product news in brief

L

aser subcontractor AFDL operates with
between five and eight employees at
any one time, and has installed the
Workplan MES job management solution,
which connects seamlessly with its Radan
sheet metal CADCAM system. Both
packages are from the Hexagon portfolio
(https://is.gd/uciway), geared towards
supporting data-driven Smart factories.
Installing the Workplan job management

and quotation with Radquote module has
allowed AFDL (Atelier Forezien de Découpage
Laser) to become completely automatic,
from quotation through to invoicing, by
providing a full overview of orders received,
outstanding and delivered, and of the
company’s turnover. Site manager Stéphane
Noailly says: “Previously, we didn’t have
production management software and
invoicing was managed by our parent group,

DECOFOR, involving double entry of all our
delivery notes.
“We needed to invest in this type of
software because of strong growth and more
employees. It was becoming too complicated
to manage the company’s activities with
Excel files. We opted for Workplan, as it
comes from the same stable as Radan,
which we’ve used as our sheet metal
production software for over 10 years.”

Tebis trims up at APH3G
APH3G has 60+ years’ experience in manufacturing vacuum-formed
products, fibreglass mouldings, rim mouldings with machining,
assembly, prototypes, jigs and fixtures. Manual trimming of parts
was the order of the day, but Tebis (https://is.gd/iyutus) software
was installed to eliminate that. Further applications have since
been added.
APH3G first bought a trim licence in April 2018. A few months
later, a pattern machining option was added and then, in mid-2019,
the company purchased its second Tebis licence for pattern
machining.
Andy Hollings, director, explains why Tebis was chosen: “Upon
looking at various companies and the packages they offered, we
found Tebis to be very user friendly, with the technical capabilities
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being perfect for our requirements”. Adds Martin Cork, engineering
director: “Tebis CADCAM software helps us to produce the
precision components to tight deadlines while producing high
precision parts.”
Of the improvements and benefits gained, Cork says: “The
software allows us to save time in production. Also, Tebis has a
great Virtual Machining technology. We have much greater control
over our machines than ever before. We are able to see a collision
before it happens and we finally have full control and access over
the whole production process.
“What I like about Tebis software is that it is quick and easy to
use, we are surprised at how quickly we have picked it up after
few days’ training.”
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Focusing on both thick and thin laser
cutting, from 0.2 to 25 mm across a range
of steels, stainless steel and aluminium,
AFDL has also developed its activities in
bending and welding, producing stainless
steel tables for the furniture industry and
working for pharmacies and the public
sector.
The company has grown recently, and
now produces up to 50 orders a day,
comprising individual unit parts through to
large series. Prior to installing Workplan,
Noailly managed everything from order entry
to manufacturing, but since the installation
and deployment of Workplan he has been
able to free up time to develop the
company’s activity.
Combining the Workplan and Radquote
interface with the automated system for
time analysis, production cost estimation
and quotation generation for sheet metal
parts and assemblies means AFDL has
become more responsive, accurate and fair,
in terms of price, compared to its
competitors, he says, which has allowed the
company to successfully manage an
increase in demand. The company was

created at the end of 2013 with DECOFOR
being its only customer – today half its
customers are external.
“I use Workplan to generate precise
quotations in connection with Radquote and
either duplicate or modify them for similar
new orders; quickly transform them into
orders; view all orders at any time; and give
autonomy to the workshop to generate
delivery notes by simply entering the order
number in Workplan, which also avoids
having missing invoices.
“Recurring orders from DECOFOR are now
managed with just a few clicks. The file is
sent in .CSV format and Workplan
transforms it into a command. No more reentries or errors. It’s a real time-saver, as
production starts immediately.”
Production is now carried out 24 hours a
day, seven days a week, with Radan
currently powering two Trumatic Laser
3050s and an Amada HFT press brake.
Radan makes production process as simple
and efficient as possible, the company
reports. Says Noailly. “Customers provide us
with files in a variety of formats, including a
DXF 2D plan, which we can use immediately;

a 3D STEP file, which we open in Radan 3D
to unfold before working on it in 2D; PDF
files which we have to completely redesign;
or directly with parts to reproduce them
identically. As soon as the file is validated,
it’s imported into Radan 2D or 3D to be
nested and put into production.
“The drawing features built into our
Radan 2D module means we can efficiently
design a 2D part. The software also gives us
a quick and simple method to repair or
simplify geometries from other systems.”
With around 20 regular products to redesign,
or files to use, production is divided 50/50
– firstly, a series of parts, comprising more
than 50 pieces; and secondly, individual
units. “Thanks to Radan, we can produce up
to 30 pieces on the same day that the order
is placed, which means we can readily adapt
to our customers’ urgent demands when
they require something immediately.
“We’re only a small company, but the
integrated solution of Workplan and Radan
has brought our factory in line with the
Industry 4.0 philosophy of Smart production
adopted by companies many times our
size.” ■

CADCAM/production IT industry & product news in brief
■ A two-year, Innovate UK-backed project will see metalcutting
subcontractor CloudNC’s disruptive automated CAM programming
software developed further, supported by members of the High
Value Manufacturing Catapult and two global engineering firms.
https://is.gd/evocoq
■ The CAM interface from TDM to
Siemens NX is now able to provide
automated access to tool assembly
data and 3D models, thereby
making a major contribution to
automation in NC programming.
https://is.gd/ubajum
■ InssTek Inc has integrated the
ModuleWorks additive manufacturing calculation core into its DMT
(Direct Metal Tooling) technology. ModuleWorks software enables
InssTek to use the multi-axis traversing capabilities of its DMT
machines to provide a fully automated, cost-effective solution for
the simultaneous 5-axis additive manufacturing and repair of
complex parts. https://is.gd/zujaxe
■ Hypertherm has introduced subscription pricing for its
Design2Fab CADCAM sheet-metal layout software for use with
manual and automated cutting applications. Rather than purchasing
the software outright, as is typically required, companies and
individuals seeking the ability to create complex custom fitting
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layouts in minutes, rather than hours, can now subscribe to
Design2Fab on a monthly, annual or three-year basis.
https://is.gd/osoden
■ ModuleWorks has released its 2019.12 CADCAM software. The
2019.12 version is the third major
release of 2019 and is available for
download from the company’s website.
Version 2019.12 contains newly
developed, performance-optimising
cycles for 5-axis and 3-axis machining,
as well as enhanced visual accuracy
and sharper imaging for the cutting and
adding material simulator.
https://is.gd/jaliwu
■ CADCAM and MES specialist Tebis has released Tebis Version
4.0. The latest release offers many newly developed and enhanced
functions, including indexed collision avoidance, an extended
aggregate library, a simplified feature scanner, advanced 5-axis
simultaneous milling, more convenient machine simulation and
more. https://is.gd/ijigig
■ As part of Hexagon’s philosophy of supporting data-driven smart
factories, the latest release of Alphacam CADCAM software
accelerates the management of jobs that require several
processes. https://is.gd/imexoh
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Sizing up
the opportunities
A 39 m plasma cutter; the UK’s biggest Trumpf press brake; and
a large machining centre for rail sector work are among recent big
investments that by Steed Webzell has turned up

P

P Profiles (West Yorkshire) Ltd has
bought a plasma and flame cutting
machine from Kerf Developments
(https://is.gd/humoze) that measures 39 m
in length. To get a scale of work taking place
at the Batley-based heavy engineering
business, an average of 400 to 500 tonnes
of steel are being processed every month,
and almost 40% of this material is run
through the Kerf RUR4500. The level of
investment at PP Profiles (West Yorkshire)
now stands at more than £2 million in the
past two years.
Over the past four decades, the
40-employee subcontract manufacturer has
built a reputation for providing cutting
solutions for carbon steel, stainless steel
and a range of additional materials in the
nuclear, oil and gas, construction, rail, bulk
handling, storage tank and yellow goods
industries. The reason behind the
investment in the colossal Kerf RUR4500
was due to two older 12 by 2.5 m flame
cutting machines – and a 6 m plasma
machine – proving unreliable.
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Commercial director Daniel Morley
explains: “We specified the Kerf RUR4500
with a single high definition 400 A plasma
cutting head on a 12 by 4 m bed, and a twomachine 24 by 4 m bed that consists of
both a six-head and a four-head flame
cutting gantry – all in a single 39 by 4 m cell.
This configuration allows us to load much
larger jobs and opens up new markets, as
parts over 12 m long are not uncommon.”
The arrival of the Kerf RUR4500 machine
has reduced the required floor area and
improved efficiency and workflow.

PROCESSING TIMES HALVED, AT LEAST
“Now, we have just four people running the
three machines within the Kerf RUR4500
cell, and our processing times have reduced
by at least 50%” says Morley. “The 50%
time saving is credit to the machine’s
pendulum loading ability, which means we
can cut steel plates on the large bed and,
while this process is ongoing, the crane
operator can load the next plate. As a result,
waiting time between plates is eliminated”

Typical lead times at PP Profiles are three
to five days. However, the Kerf installation
has eradicated bottlenecks, improved
workflow and scheduling, and provided the
capability to react much faster to customer
demands. With this thought in mind, one of
the reasons for investing in the Kerf
machine was quality and consistency.
“We found with our old flame cutting
machines that dimensions were susceptible
to drifting during cutting, which could lead to
rework and scrap parts,” Morley adds.
“Although the new Kerf flame cutting heads
can process material beyond 300 mm thick,
we are generally cutting up to 150 mm plate
and, at these dimensions, drift was
previously possible in all axes. The Kerf
RUR4500 has eliminated this issue.
Precision is guaranteed and the cut quality
is far superior. Furthermore, 7.5 bar
pressure through the cutting nozzles is
making the machine 20% faster than our
previous resource.”
Endorsing operator friendliness and easeof-use, Morley refers to the Kerf plasma unit:
“The machine has an ingenious plate
alignment feature that identifies the corners
of the steel plate as datum points. These
points are used to automatically adjust the
cutting path via the Burny CNC platform. As
a result, our crane and machine operator no
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Plate cutting in progress at PP Profiles on
the Kerf RUR4500 that has reduced the
required floor area and improved efficiency
and workflow

longer have to perfectly align plates and
sheets on the machine bed prior to cutting.
We are cutting 12 m long plates up to
40 mm thick on the plasma, so continuous
re-alignment can be a very time-consuming
process.”
Another huge machine, this time a
Trumpf TruBend 8600-80 press brake – the
largest Trumpf bending machine in the UK –
has been installed at the Blackburn facility
of the Thompsons Group, a manufacturer of
tipper bodies (https://is.gd/aholif). The
machine is being used to form tipper side
panels from 4 mm thick Hardox abrasionresistant steel.
Thompsons, which also has sites in
Croydon, Dover and Edinburgh, says that it
builds and sells more tipper bodies than all
of its competitors combined. Since 2000,
the business has expanded five-fold.
“With order volumes rising, there is a
constant need to keep pace with production
and invest in our future,” explains director
Neil Griffin. “We recently installed a robotic
welding cell, which shifted the bottleneck to
bending. Furthermore, even though our
existing press brake offers a capacity of 400
tonnes, we needed more to help us process
4 mm thick Hardox, which is a tough, wearresistant steel with a hardness of 450 HB.”
Griffin and his team scrutinised three
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potential bending machine suppliers, but it
was Trumpf that impressed the most. The
TruBend 8600-80 offers a large open height,
throat depth and 600 tonne press force.
“After profiling, the side panels of the
tipper bodies each require up to 12 bends,
which is where the tonnage of the TruBend
8600-80 really comes into its own,” Griffin
highlights. “Having capability of this type in
house is a real market advantage, as we
don’t have to rely on subcontractors.
Moreover, all tipper bodies are manufactured
to order – we allow customers to specify the
height, length and width of the units they
require. As we manufacture in house,
meeting these needs could not be simpler.”
Thompsons manufactures circa 25
Hardox tipper bodies on a weekly basis,
which means 50 sides to bend, plus floors
and tailgates. The TruBend 8600-80 is
currently working a single day shift, but a
night shift may soon be required to keep up
with demand.
Retaining the bending theme,
SafanDarley (https://is.gd/ferija) recently
commissioned an extra-large H-Brake 800T
at Bässler in Olpe, Germany. The H-Brake
800T, with a working length of 8,200 mm,
has a weight of approximately 95,000 kg.
Transportation from SafanDarley’s
production location in Eijsden, Netherlands,
to the customer, required the services of
six trucks.
A machine from the heavy duty series,

the H-Brake 800T is equipped with two
37 kW main motors featuring an energysaving start/stop system. The start/stop
system automatically restarts the main
motor, thus creating the optimum
operational cycle with minimum start-up
times to reduce carbon footprint and
maintenance requirements.
Bässler focuses on the production of
profiles up to 10,050 mm in length, in single
and series production, as well as profile
plates of 10 to 40 mm thickness. The
company’s production halls cover more than
5,500 m2 and feature several crane systems
(up to 16 tonnes), as well as forklifts and
large-sized gates that allow the handling of
long and/or heavy profiles.

LARGE CAPACITY MACHINING CENTRE
Moving to machining, the rail industry is a
major contributor to the flow of heavy
engineering projects across the UK. A case
in point can be seen at the Littlehampton
facility of Ferrabyrne, a specialist moulding
company predominantly producing bonded
rubber for metal technology and suspension
systems used in the rail sector. The
business manufactures as much as possible
in house, including mould tools. Recent
growth in demand from its rail customers,
driven by the refurbishment of existing roiling
stock, meant the company’s toolroom had to
meet unprecedented production challenges.
This trend saw the need for improved and

The largest Trumpf TruBend in the
UK can be found at the Blackburn
facility of the Thompsons Group, a
manufacturer of tipper bodies
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our toolroom was faced with major
production challenges. We would typically
produce one mould tool every two to three
weeks, but at present we have a waiting list
of over 40 mould tools, with a similar
number of assembly tools. Additional
toolroom machining capacity was clearly a
priority, hence the need for investment.”
As the products that the company tackles
have developed in size and complexity,
demands on the mould tools have also
increased, and the need for a machine
capable of meeting these challenges led
Ferrabyrne to XYZ Machine Tools (https://
is.gd/kufaha) and its XYZ 2010 vertical
machining centre.
Part of XYZ’s HD (heavy duty) range, the
2010 VMC is a box slideway-based model
built on solid Meehanite castings, with the
machine weighing in at 20,000 kg. One
feature that attracted Ferrabyrne to this
model was its 1,000 mm Y-axis, which is
supported on six hardened boxways.
“As our work was increasing in size, we
A large, heavy mould tool about to be lifted into the XYZ 2010 VMC at the Littlehampton
were having to shuffle work around on our
facility of Ferrabyrne, a specialist moulding company
existing machines to fully manufacture
increased machining capacity.
Stadler are very active in the UK and Europe. them,” says Phil Nell, Ferrabyrne’s tooling
“The rail market is buoyant at present,
The development of new rolling stock has
design engineer. “So, having the large Y-axis
which has led to even more demand for our
led to an increased number of new vehicles was an important part in our decision-making
products,” explains Mike Wood, Ferrabyrne’s
that our customers are bringing to market.
and, although we did our research, the XYZ
project director. “Customers such as
We have invested heavily in rapid prototyping was the only machine that could give us
Hitachi, Siemens, Bombardier, CAF and
to ease pressure at the design stage, but
that.” ■

Latest heavy engineering industry & product news in brief
■ A prominent cornerstone of the Okuma trade fair booth at EMO
2019 last autumn was taken up by the company’s newly
developed MCR-S double-column machining centre, which offers
table sizes up to 2.5 by 6.5 m. Available in the UK from NCMT, the
machine is predestined for the die and mould industry, as it
combines high productivity, dimensional accuracy and high surface
quality, reports Okuma. Pablo Liechti, product manager, provides
an example: “We already have a customer who saved 38 hours in
total when machining a large die mould with the MCR-S. They
benefit from a shorter finishing cycle, fewer hours spent on
polishing and little need for matching the press dies to their
counterparts.” https://is.gd/quxohe
■ A newly developed 5-axis machining centre with integrated laser
deposition welding capability for the cost-effective, complete
production of complex components in one hit has been introduced
by DMG Mori. The LaserTec 125 3D hybrid is intended for the
manufacture, maintenance and repair of workpieces up to 1,250
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mm in diameter by 745 mm high and weighing up to 2,000 kg.
Based on DMG Mori’s rigid MonoBlock platform, the LaserTec 125
3D hybrid offers automatic changeover between laser deposition
welding and simultaneous 5-axis milling in a single set-up,
reducing processing times by up to 80%. Typical applications are
the production and repair of hot and cold forming, as well as
forging dies. https://is.gd/orubus
■ Prima Power’s Laser Sharp 2060 is a newly developed largescale fibre laser cutting machine that is designed for heavy duty
applications found in sectors such as yellow goods, agriculture
and commercial vehicles. The Laser Sharp 2060 features a large
work area (6,070 by 2,045 by 120 mm) and a robust construction
made for heavy duty environments. A carbon steel electro-welded
structure is among notable build qualities. According to the
company, fibre lasers up to 10 kW output can be fitted to the
machine, providing a productive solution, with a piercing time of
less than one second. https://is.gd/yulaga
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GRINDING, HONING & SURFACE FINISHING EAR TO THE GROUND

HB Bearings now has
four Kellenberger Vista
CNC universal grinders

Ground-in benefits
Manufacturers of bearings, gears and cutting tools are regular investors in the CNC grinding technology.
Steed Webzell has news about a number of installationss

T

he quest for further capacity, coupled
with the benefits of CNC precision and
programming flexibility, has resulted in
Huddersfield-based HB Bearings acquiring a
further Kellenberger Vista universal grinding
machine from Jones & Shipman Hardinge
(https://is.gd/uwusot).
Established almost 50 years ago, the
company focuses on very high precision, low
volume bearing production. “A highly skilled
workforce and a commitment to quality are
obviously vital, but we’ve always been
prepared to invest in state-of-the-art machine
tools and this latest Kellenberger investment
– our fourth CNC grinder – is testimony to
that,” explains HB managing director
Graham Hirst.
The investment coincides with another
major development at HB Bearings: the
acquisition of Gamet Bearings, a
manufacturer of super-precision taper roller
bearings, previously part of the 600 Group.
“We are relocating the Gamet operations
from Colchester to our Huddersfield site,
and further investment in high precision
grinding capacity will be necessary,” says
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Hirst. “Due to 1.5 micron running accuracy
on Gamet products, we will be looking to
add more Vista CNC machines, such is our
confidence in them.”
At Huddersfield, HB currently runs three
Vista UR75/1000 CNC machines, now
joined by the latest Vista SE with 1,000 mm
between centres. Built on the footprint of the
UR75 but with enhancements to guarding
and the control package, the Vista SE
features a UR wheelhead for external,
internal and face grinding. The swivelling
wheelhead features pre-stressed, high
precision spindle bearings to ensure high
surface finish and long operational life.
A further example of the machine’s
progressive design is its suitability for
grinding between dead centres, and for
chucked work. HB has also specified a HF
dresser on the upper (X-axis) table.
“They are highly durable machines and
offer the sustained accuracy essential in our
business,” says Hirst. “Here, 5 micron is
the norm, but we can meet demands down
to 2 micron, if needed. Materials machined
are usually based on SAE 52100, although
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certain motorsport applications may require
more specialised bearing steel, such as
AMS6444. The common denominator is that
these materials are difficult to machine,
especially with the micron tolerances
required, but the Kellenberger machines are
more than up to the challenge.”
While universal grinders provide the
flexibility necessary to undertake a wide
scope of work, sometimes a dedicated
machine proves the best route to enhanced
productivity, as evidenced by Ricardo’s
recent £1.5 million investment in a
Klingelnberg spiral bevel grinder.
The Klingelnberg machine is now installed
and commissioned at Ricardo’s Midlands
Technical Centre in Leamington Spa, and is
producing gears and gear components for
the current range of motorsport and sports
car transmissions being developed by the
company, while simultaneously supporting
the development of products destined for
market release in the near future.
Klingelnberg machines are available in the
UK from Micronz (https://is.gd/ohequv).
Ricardo has also acquired design and
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Stephan Rodrigue with
the Vgrind 160 at Apex

quality assurance capabilities through
software upgrades such as the KIMOS
(Klingelnberg Integrated Manufacturing of
Spiral Bevel Gears) software package from
Klingelnberg’s Oerlikon bevel gear
technology division.

KEY ENABLING TECHNOLOGY
Ricardo Performance Products managing
director Martin Starkey says: “The
investment in manufacturing technology and
software, including the purchase of the
Klingelnberg grinding machine, has
enhanced our capability to design, analyse,
manufacture and inspect bevel gears with a
closed-loop system. This new technology is a
key enabler in supporting customers with
more advanced solutions, meaning they can
look forward to even higher standards of
product quality and shorter lead times.”
The manufacture of cutting tools is a
further market segment adding to demand
for the latest CNC grinding solutions, as
Apex Cutting Tools can testify. Based at St
Catharines, Canada, the company produces
more than 2,000 PCD and solid carbide
tools each month, with more than 8,000
tools on a repeat cycle of re-grind, re-coat
and re-supply to clients. Notably, every tool
is a special, which makes production at
Apex Cutting Tools far removed from the
volume production market. The company
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operates two-shifts, and if machines can be
loaded with a batch of tools for overnight
production at the end of the second shift,
they will be. This strategy sees machines
like a Vgrind 160 from Vollmer (https://is.gd/
kahuqu) running up to 24 hours a day.
CNC grinding department supervisor
Stephan Rodrigue says: “The breakdown of
our production is relatively equal between
PCD and indexable tools, with solid carbide
commanding the majority of production. Our
volumes are generally in the range of five to
50 tools, with some runs occasionally
reaching a few hundred.”
Of critical importance to the prolonged
periods of unmanned running at Apex is the
auto-change six-wheel pack that is stored at
the rear of the Vgrind 160. Automatically,
the wheels are measured in cycle with a
probe, dressed and/or changed depending
upon the geometry of each tool. So,
regardless of whether the HP160 is loaded
with carbide blanks or re-grind tools, the
Vgrind will undertake complete fluting,
geometry generation or re-grinding to exact
program specifications.
“The finishing wheel will undertake
micron-precision grinding with outstanding
surface finishes, whereas the rough grinding
wheel can really rip the material off,” says
Rodrigue. “We are doing a 24 mm diameter
tool at present with a 12 mm core diameter,

and the Vgrind will produce the flutes in a
single pass. The Vgrind is at least 30%
faster at roughing than some of our older
machines.”
Another specialist in the manufacturing of
cutting tools, Lincoln, California-based AB
Tools, has taken delivery of an ANCA
(https://is.gd/okiwoq) MX7 Linear grinding
machine with automation to help it produce
the company’s Shear Hog range of carbide
inserts. Existing machines and processes
were proving insufficient to keep up with
demand.
ANCA’s engineering team worked closely
with AB Tools to find a solution, as it can
custom-design mechanical, electrical,
software and process solutions to enhance
the standard product range and meet
specific customer requirements. The
engineering team was requested to deliver a
solution that was able to automatically load
and grind the Shear Hog inserts, perform
grinding operations in one set-up and meet
cycle time requirements.
Developments included a modification to
the loading system, with custom pallets to
suit the inserts. The custom pallets can hold
up to 442 inserts, although this capacity can
be increased by ordering the four-pallet
upgrade option available on the MX7
Robomate universal loader. A modification to
the robot gripper head allows the robot to
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pick up and handle the insert/nail
combination. In addition, robot loading
software was developed to support the
insert pick-up operation and load and unload
the nail via an interchange station. Inserts
can now be ground in a cycle time of less
than six minutes.
Alfred Lyon, AB Tools’ shop supervisor,
says: “ANCA impressed me from day one.
Creating a whole new type of machine for AB
Tools is not merely impressive, it’s
extraordinary. We could have purchased
another machine similar to the one we were
using, but we asked ANCA for help, because
we wanted to expand our capabilities and
simplify the process. This new machine has
exceeded both desires.”
Of course, not all budgets extend to a
new grinding machine, a factor being
increasingly recognised at Studer (https://

is.gd/ulonos). A good example of Studer’s
refurbishment expertise can be seen with
the recent overhaul of a 14-year-old S40
grinding machine owned by LMT Kieninger,
based in Lahr, Germany. Part of the LMT
Tools group, LMT Kieninger specialises in
the manufacture of cutting tools for the
mould and die sector.

REBUILD IS AS GOOD AS NEW
With 45,000 hours of run time on the clock,
the S40 was subject to a complete rebuild
at the Studer factory in Switzerland, which,
in the meantime, provided LMT Kieninger
with a loan model to ensure production
could continue uninterrupted.
At Studer, rebuild specialists
disassemble machines down to their
individual parts. The team completely
refurbishes guideways, overhauls

assemblies and replaces all worn electrical
cabinet components, as well as all worn
hydraulic and lubricating systems and
valves. If spare parts are no longer
available, Studer provides alternative
solutions. For the final stages of the rebuild,
the casting and components are sandblasted and receive a fresh coat of paint.
Once reassembled, the machine’s geometry
is said to be like that of a new machine.
“After our rebuild, we really noticed the
difference,” says Heiko Braun, group
manager of cylindrical/surface grinding and
assembly at LMT Kieninger. “Since the
overhaul, we’ve been grinding with the
precision of a new machine. The rebuild
process went without a hitch, and the
investment has paid off because a
1,600 mm grinder is worth its weight in
gold to us.” ■

Grinding industry news & products in brief
■ Jaguar Compressors, a division of the Xiamen East Asia
■ Broadbent Stanley and Czech Republic-based Fermat Group
Machinery Industry Company, is the latest company to order a
have signed an agency agreement that will give the Halifax-based
Holroyd TG350E rotor grinder, for
heavy duty machine tool
parts up to 350 mm diameter by
specialist exclusive rights to the
1,795 mm long. Currently in build,
full range of Fermat grinding
and costing some £1.3 million, the
machines, as well as its large
machine will be shipped to Jaguar’s
capacity horizontal floor and
Xiamen, China-based manufacturing
table mills. Fermat grinding
facility in mid-2020. According to
machines provide extensive
Holroyd, the TG350E rotor grinding
capacity, with between-centre
machine is rapidly making a name
distances of up to 6,000 mm
for itself as the preferred choice
and a capability to grind parts
among industrial refrigeration
weighing up to 5,000 kg.
specialists globally. There are
Broadbent Stanley will be
currently in the region of 70 TG
focusing its sales activity for the
series machines in use around the
Fermat product range on the oil
world and each year Holroyd
and gas, rail, power generation,
typically receives orders to build
marine and yellow goods
several TG models. Full story:
sectors. Full story:
https://is.gd/ayemom
https://is.gd/hoqupe
■ The Emag Group (https://is.gd/
■ Walter will be launching two
Fermat grinders,
arodok has expanded its technology
arodok)
machines at this month’s
available from Broadbent
portfolio by acquiring CNC-Technik
GrindTec exhibition (18-21 March
Stanley, have between-centre
Weiss GmbH, a specialist in
2020, Augsburg, Germany), and
distances of up to 6,000 mm
cylindrical grinders. Founded in
while full details will not be
1993, CNC-Technik Weiss initially
released until the doors open, it
built its expertise by performing
can be revealed that one of the
maintenance and upgrade work on Karstens external cylindrical
arrivals will be the twin-spindle option for the Helitronic Power
grinders. The service provided by the company quickly resulted in
400 tool grinder and Helitronic Power Diamond 400 ‘two-in-one’
demand for in-house production solutions, leading to the
tool eroding and grinding machine. The twin-spindle option
development of its own cylindrical grinders. CNC-Technik Weiss
machines offer 24 kW and are able to accommodate tools up to
expects that being part of the Emag Group will open up additional
520 mm long and 380 mm diameter. Full story:
opportunities for its products. Full story: https://is.gd/voyuvo
https://is.gd/jecexu
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Honing. From manual, tool-room hones to automated, high-production systems,
Sunnen will optimize your honing process with a conventional multi-stroke or
single-pass system designed specifically for your application, including machine,
tooling, abrasives, cutting fluids, bore gages and automated parts handling.

Skiving and Roller Burnishing. For cost effective bore sizing on

hydraulic cylinders and other high-production applications, Sunnen’s new
SHD-series machines are 60% to 70% faster than traditional honing, yet
deliver precise tolerances and quality surface finishes.

Lapping. When bore specifications call for extremely tight tolerances, Sunnen’s
SVL-series automated bore lapping machines bring increased productivity and
consistency to what has traditionally been a manual process.

Come visit us
at Stand 17-110

For more information contact
Sunnen Products Limited
at 01442 39 39 39
or visit sunnen.com
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SAWING & STEELWORKING APPLICATION-SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS

Prosaw can offer
various circular
sawing machines for
aluminium cutting,
including this
automatic extrusion
saw from Metlsaw

Material
matters
Steed Webzell reports on the latest solutions for sawing specific
workpiece materials, including structural steel, aluminium and graphite

S

tructural steels are more aggressive
to cut with bandsaw blades than any
other metal sawing application,
reports Bison Machinery (https://is.gd/
uxopar), a supplier of bandsaw machines
from principals such as Sterling, Bianco and
Bauer. Paying careful attention to band and
tooth set selection, along with use of
optimal band speed, feed rate and coolant,
can significantly minimise blade wear.

The bandsawing of I-beams, square tube,
round tube, angles and channel presents a
number of specific challenges for bandsaw
blades. With a combination of flat surface
areas and vertical walls, these materials
would ideally require blades with
substantially different tooth pitches in order
to deliver effective sawing. Additionally, as
structural sections are cut, changes in
material tension can cause the cut to close

up and bind on the saw blade band.
According to Bison Machinery, the best
way to minimise blade binding in structural
steels is to use a blade that benefits from
wider set teeth to create a larger kerf. Tooth
geometry, including rake angle, clearance
angle and gullet depth, are optimised to
create a larger cutting channel, which helps
to prevent the blade binding without
compromising blade strength.
There are several blade options available
for sawing structural steels, including the
GoldCut Beam-Master blade. Blades of this
type use a novel tooth design for the

Saw sharpening specialist gears up with Vollmer
Basco Tool Industries from Faridabad, near New Delhi,
manufactures carbide-tipped circular saw blades and has relied on
sharpening technology from Vollmer (https://is.gd/kahuqu) for more
than 15 years. To date, Vollmer has supplied seven machines to
the company, including models from the CP and CHP model series.
“We are currently manufacturing around 3,000 carbide-tipped
circular saw blades a month for companies across the metalworking
and woodworking industries,” says Vikas Tiwari, CEO of Basco Tool.
“Our vision is to not only increase the quality of our products and
services, but achieve further growth. We want to be producing at
least 10,000 saw blades per month within a few years.”
Employing around 20 people, Basco Tool produces over 25
variants of carbide-tipped blades for Indian manufacturers.

www.machinery.co.uk
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Vollmer machines on site include a CHP 840 and two CP 200
sharpening machines. With the former machine, carbide-tipped
circular saws can be sharpened in a single set-up. The CHP 840’s
four CNC-controlled axes allow the complete machining of all
common tooth geometries, even when sawing with an axial angle
and group toothing. The Vollmer CP 200 is equipped with
multiprocessor technology and integrated software programs.
Grinding speed can be freely selected and there is no need to set
tooth pitch or blade thickness.
Customers of Basco Tool Industries are primarily based in the
north and east of India. However, the aim is to establish additional
regional distribution and service centres and, ultimately, become
the leading manufacturer of carbide-tipped circular saws in India.
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efficient cutting of larger structural
shapes such as I-beams, angle and thick
wall tubing, says Bison Machinery. The
Beam-Master blade uses bi-alfa cobalt
and is produced with a HSS M42 cutting
edge. Here, the tooth profile delivers
aggressive cutting performance, while
resisting tooth stripping and blade
damage, thanks to its larger kerf.
Moving to aluminium, this lightweight
material presents more issues than
many might think, when it comes to sawing
operations. According to Prosaw (https://
is.gd/awujoz), aluminium can dull the saw
blade, which is why the company says that a
circular saw with a carbide blade reaps the
best and quickest results, and produces a
good surface finish.
Depending on the profile and size of the
raw aluminium material, Prosaw can offer
various circular sawing machines for the job,
including up-stroking saws such as the
Yilmaz SK450 or Bomar AL range. Automatic
extrusion saws from Metlsaw, which can
hold tolerances of ±0.075 mm, the TAC 75
circular saw from ExactCut, or the Ileri
Teknik LCS 350 are further circular saw
options for cutting aluminium.
Prosaw reports, however, that bandsaws
are also being used increasingly for cutting
aluminium, due to their variable blade speed
and ramp feed. A blade can enter the
workpiece at a lower speed, work up to high

The V360M-CTS2 large vertical bandsaw
developed for machining graphite by
HE&M Saw, which is represented in the
UK by Kaltenbach
speed, then return to low level speed when
exiting the material. Furthermore, like some
circular saws, bandsaws can cut bundles of
aluminium. Danobat HDS saws for horizontal
cutting and Danobat VP series saws for
vertical cutting, as well as the Karmetal ODG
PLC and Bomar Production series, are
among Prosaw’s recommendations.
So, what of a slightly more unusual
engineering material, such as graphite?
Well, the challenges here are not actually
concerned with the actual sawing process,
but rather the specific material qualities of
graphite itself. Under a great deal of
pressure and heat, this material converts to
diamond, a far tougher material. In its pure
form, however, graphite is relatively soft,
and highly conductive of heat and electricity,

which is why it is commonly used in
products such as electrodes, batteries,
solar panels and other industrial items.
At HE&M Saw, which is represented in
the UK by Kaltenbach (https://is.gd/gifaka),
a customer recently enquired about a
bandsaw that could cut graphite, prompting
the company to design and build a large
vertical bandsaw that minimised the risks
involved with cutting this material.
Graphite offers unique challenges for
saw designers, because the dust resulting
from the soft material is quite fine. When
airborne, it can settle around electrical
components and connections, prompting the
potential for electrical shorts, due to the
material’s high conductivity. The result is
likely to be component failure, or perhaps
even a fire. Graphite is non-flammable in
bulk form, but combustible, and even
explosive, with the proper mixtures of
graphite dust and air.
Determined to overcome these issues,
the HE&M engineering team set about
designing a solution for its customer, the
V360M-CTS2 vertical bandsaw. This
customised solution has safety features that
minimise the risks of electrical shorts by
incorporating a dust-proof and ATEX-rated
motor. Additionally, all electrical parts have
been specified with sealed housings to
minimise the amount of exposure to graphite
particles. ■

Sawing industry & product news in brief
■ Behringer (https://is.gd/unavem) recently celebrated its 100th
anniversary. A century ago, the business started when August
Behringer founded a small locksmith and mechanical workshop in
the village of Kirchardt, near Stuttgart, Germany. Production of the
first sawing products, metal hacksaws, began in 1952, with the
necessary cast iron made at its own iron foundry. Since that time,
Behringer sawing technology and the use of vibration-dampening
cast iron components have been closely linked. The first bandsaw
arrived in the 1970s, with a focus on robust, column-guided
designs that prevails to this day. Behringer’s portfolio has since
been bolstered by the addition of mitre saws and vertical
bandsaws, while the integration of circular saw specialist, Eisele,
in 2000, made it one of the few complete suppliers in the sawing
technology market.
■ Harrison Saw (https://is.gd/yuhosu) is introducing the Pegas
Thor 5, a premium range double-column bandsaw for the cutting of
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carbide and exotic materials at a noticeably reduced noise level.
The saw is of robust construction, optimised to achieve maximum
rigidity and minimum vibration. A Siemens Simatic S7-1200 PLC
with colour touchscreen display is used to control the band blade,
arm movement and feeder motion. The bandsaw can run in
automatic or semi-automatic mode.
■ The bandsawing of titanium by Accurate Cutting Services
(https://is.gd/gizilo) on site at the Accrington facility of RLC
Callender is enabling the company’s fan blade machining cell to
produce parts for use in Rolls-Royce and Pratt & Witney ‘hollow fan
blade’ aero engines. By working on-site, Accurate Cutting Services
is able to create short communication lines with its customer,
achieving quick turnarounds and maximum flexibility. These
economic advantages are combined with the benefits of technical
expertise acquired over four decades of providing a subcontract
sawing service.
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What do you cut?
Metals - Plastics & Composites - Box Sections
- Solid Bar - Beams & Columns - Pipes & Tubes
We have the right bandsaw for your needs
35 years of experience

Phone 0800 521292 or 01892 663398
sales@sawsuk.com
“Excellent service, we received the machine the day after
ordering and had first class customer service”
“Really great to talk to a someone technical , who knew
exactly what I needed when I rang”
(A few quotes from Trustpilot xxxxx 5 star)

Machine Types: Basic - Automatic - Special Purpose

tradition
tradition
of excellence
of excellence

We believe in the best… the best technology, the best
service, the best support. So, if you are looking for the
We
in the best…
thecompany,
best technology,
the best
bestbelieve
EDM solution
for your
call us today.
service, the best support. So, if you are looking for the
Sodi-Tech EDM Ltd., Agincourt Road, Warwick, CV34 6XZ
best
EDM solution for your company, call us today.
Tel: +44 (0) 1926 695 777 Email: sales@sodi-techedm.co.uk
Sodi-Tech EDM Ltd., Agincourt Road, Warwick, CV34 6XZ
www.sodi-techedm.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0) 1926 695 777 Email: sales@sodi-techedm.co.uk
www.sodi-techedm.co.uk

Stand 20-310
Stand 20-310

EDM/ECM CHALLENGING FEATURES MADE EASY

Eroding away
inefficiency

BM Injection has
installed a second
spark erosion
machine, ordering a
Makino EDAF3 HEAT
from UK agent NCMT

Toolmaker opts for Makino; automotive OEM installs ONA; cutting tool specialist chooses Vollmer; and a
subcontractor declares its fondness for Sodick. Steed Webzell has the details

D

espite the increasing prevalence of
hard milling at Whitchurch-based
toolmaker and plastic injection
moulding specialist BM Injection, there will
always be a place in its toolroom for EDM
technology, with both die-sink and wire
erosion machines in use. To take advantage
of the latest EDM advances, the company
recently decided to introduce a second
spark erosion machine, ordering a Makino
EDAF3 HEAT from UK agent NCMT (https://
is.gd/pucuxe), which arrived at the same
time as a Makino 5-axis machining centre.
Director Tim Combes says: “Our latest
Makino die-sinker is compact and 100%
reliable, even on demanding jobs.
Furthermore, the machine is capable of
producing parts to accuracies measured in
low single-figure microns. The level of
intelligence built into the machine means
that one toolmaker can operate both of our
die-sink machines and the Makino 5-axis
machining centre.
“Deep ribs can be produced quickly,
reliably and with low wear on graphite
electrodes. Constant attendance for manual
intervention to avoid the onset of arcing, for
example, is not required, due to the spark

www.machinery.co.uk

gap monitoring and arc prevention circuitry.”
The machine was supplied with Makino’s
optional high energy applied technology
(HEAT), which incorporates dual high
pressure capability, digitally controlled flush
pumps and a large capacity, four-step
filtration system to provide fast machining
speeds and accuracy, even under poor or
difficult flushing conditions, says NCMT.
With capacity of 450 by 351 by 351 in
the X-, Y- and Z-axis, respectively, the latest
EDAF includes a newly developed flushing
control and increased feed rates up to
5 m/min in X and Y.
Moving to mainland Europe, the Palmela
plant of Volkswagen, near Lisbon, has
installed an ONA AV35 wire EDM and an
ONA QX4 die-sink EDM for its pressing and
stamping operation, replacing two obsolete
models from another manufacturer. Both
machines, which can be supplied in the UK
by CNC International (https://is.gd/fafawo),
offer 600 by 400 by 400 mm in X, Y and Z.
Of all the EDM machine suppliers
analysed by the plant, ONA stood out “for its
optimum quality-price ratio” and “the
commercial and technical assistance
received throughout the sales process”,

@MachineryTweets March 2020

reports global car maker.
The EDM machines play a vital role in the
manufacture of stamped parts at Palmela.
Here, the usual wear and/or breakage of
matrices makes a rapid machining response
essential to support immediate replacement,
so that production in the area is assured.
More than 800 vehicles leave the plant
every day. With the installation of ONA’s
AV35 and QX4 EDM machines, the facility
has not only reduced the risk of downtime,
but increased production capacity.
ONA asked Volkswagen Portugal to rate it
as a supplier of EDM equipment and was
given a score of 9.4 out of 10, making the
company an ‘A-Type’ supplier.
Due west about 7,000 km can be found
the Arden, US facility of cutting tool
manufacturer STF Precision, which relies
heavily on QXD disc erosion and QWD wire
erosion machines from Vollmer (https://
is.gd/kahuqu).
Starting off supplying diamond-coated
drills and countersink tools to the aerospace
market, company president Jason Ford
realised that the Vollmer QXD200 disk
erosion machine was the optimal choice.
“As a company, we recognised the
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opportunities of erosion/grinding machines
from Vollmer for developing fluted PCD
tooling, especially with the rise of composite
materials in the aerospace industry,” states
Ford.

FLEXIBILITY PROVIDES OPPORTUNITY
Bringing the first Vollmer QXD200 machine
to the US in 2006, STF Precision initially
struggled to break the aerospace sector, but
fortunately the flexibility of the QXD200
provided the opportunity to extend its
offering for the automotive market.
“We started to get into the production of
cutting tools for piston production,” says
Ford. “We began making groove tools, as
well as insert and form cutters. With an
ability to produce tools to a tolerance of less
than ±2 micron and form angles below ±15
minutes, we found a niche manufacturing
cutters for use on high silicone content
materials.”
A further two QXD200 machines arrived
between 2008 and 2010 for the production
of milling cutters, reamers and drills, with a
QXD250 installed in 2012. STF Precision
soon progressed into more complex
geometry PCD form tools for the automotive
market which, in 2014, resulted in the
arrival of its first Vollmer wire erosion
machine.
“Our customers were requesting more
complex internal form tools and large
diameter milling cutters, and once again we
turned to Vollmer,” says Ford. “The QWD760
is a great machine and we were so happy

Arthur Watts of A&M
bids farewell to a
trusted friend

with it that we installed a QWD760H
featuring a 12-station automated loader
soon after. With our complex-geometry
automotive tools taking upwards of three
hours to process, the 12-station QWD760H
can run for days without operator

intervention.”
One of the latest Vollmer machine to
arrive at STF Precision is a VPulse 500 wire
EDM, which features the optional HR
external workpiece storage and automation
system that enables the processing of up to
16 tools with a maximum diameter and
length of 300 and 500 mm respectively.
Back in the UK, such is the key
importance of EDM technology to many
businesses that it is not just the arrival of a
new machine that can cause a stir, but its
departure. The very first wire erosion
machine to be installed at Smethwick-based
subcontractor A&M EDM has reached the
end of its working life after 17 years
(https://is.gd/doyocu). Company bosses
estimate that the Sodick A325 used over
30,000 miles of wire during its time in
service, the equivalent of flying from the
West Midlands to Sydney three times.
Arthur Watts, co-founder of A&M, says:
“Decommissioning the A325 is a milestone;
the machine has been an incredible
workhorse and it feels like a close colleague
is leaving.” The A325 wire eroder repaid its
purchase price many times over, spending
an average cutting time of over 4,000 hours
in each of its 17 years on site.
Watts concludes: “When we bought the
A325, it was a top-of-the-range wire eroder
that could hold its own against any
competition. We’ve now replaced it with a
new Sodick ALC600G, with 600 by 400 by
350 mm capacity, which we hope will give us
the same incredible service.” ■

Latest wire EDM development news in brief
■ GF Machining Solutions has introduced Smart wire technology
equipped with radio frequency identification (RFID) chips that
enables customers to exploit the potential of their AgieCharmilles
Cut P wire EDM machines and, simultaneously, achieve Industry
4.0-level process control. Thanks to Smart wire’s monitoring
capabilities, the machine operator always knows how much wire is
available for current jobs. The moment a spool of Smart wire is
installed, the Cut P machine recognises and logs the wire length.
As a result, the user knows, at a glance, the status of wire spool
and whether there is enough wire to complete the cutting operation
without stoppages or interruptions. At the same time, wire
traceability is enhanced by data in the machine report, including
date of manufacture, type, lot and expiration date. More details:
https://is.gd/olutoq
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■ Erodex has launched what the company describes as the fastest
EDM speed wire available in the UK: GapStar One. Working in
partnership with Berkenhoff in Germany, the wire increases speeds
by 40-60%, compared with standard brass wire, and typically 10%
when compared to its Boline H product, says the company. This
gain is achieved in both rough and skim cuts, without necessarily
adjusting current settings. Furthermore, thanks to Berkenhoff’s
newly developed TrimPac coating, a surface finish of 0.25 Ra can
be expected, as well as increased stiffness and straightness for
automatic threading. GapStar One is available from stock in tensile
strengths of 900 and 500 N. The wire is compatible with all brands
of machines and comes in most spool sizes. More details:
https://is.gd/ubixac
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maximising production
reducing operating costs

Wire EDM Technology solutions
Precision, Performance,
Affordable,
with great support.
Extremely compact V400G
through to V1280
delivering Accuracy
with Large Capacity.

AWF rethreads
at break point

T: +44 (0)1676 534 534
sales@warwickmachinetools.co.uk
www.warwickmachinetools.co.uk

Exclusively for
HEIDENHAIN TNC Users

The measure of excellence

The new TNC Club will launch in the UK
at this year’s MACH 2020 exhibition.
Visit us at Stand 6-275 to discover
the benefits of membership.

Stand 6-275

HEIDENHAIN (GB) LTD
linear encoders

rotary encoders

For more information and to sign up,
go to www.tnc-club.uk
01444 247711
angle encoders

sales@heidenhaingb.com
length gauges

www.heidenhaingb.com

contouring controls

digital readouts
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CNC Training/Programming
GARDNER
Spindle Services Ltd
C.N.C.

le

es

Reconditioning and remanufacturing of all
types
and makes of
machine tool CNC
spindles.
Supplying
unrivalled
Design
and manufacture
of spindles for the
training
& applications
OEM industry. Manufacture/reclamation
support
for over
30 years
of spindle
components.

✔ CNC Training
on7663
all CNC
Tel: 024
7771controls
Email:Programming
sales@spindleservices.co.uk
✔ CNC
for all machines
Web: www.spindleservices.co.uk
✔ CAM, DNC & Verification software
✔ Independent, unbiased advice

T BT
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SPINDLE REBUILD
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CNC Machining
Centres
CNC Lathes
Grinders
Boring Heads
Head Stocks
Tail Stocks
Conventional Machine Tools etc.
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e: info@gardner-cnc.co.uk
w: www.gardner-cnc.co.uk

Join theRepair
Launch Party!
Spindle

Measuring Equipment

Deep Hole Drilling

Spindle Repair

TOPlus collet style chuck
High grip and rigidity

• Deep hole drilling machines in
standard and special design
• Gun drills and accessories
• Deep hole drilling units and coolant
systems
Probably
the largest
• Subcontract deep hole
stock of
gundrills in
drilling service
the UK
• Spares and service for
TBT, GKT and SIG machines
TBT UK Limited, Gorsey Lane,
Coleshill, Birmingham B46 1JU
Tel: 01675 433250 • Fax: 01675 433260
Email: info@tbtuk.com

High accuracy & Fast changover
Available up to 100mm bar capacity
Absorbs vibration & sealed from swarf

You can find all our launch offers at
For all the latest
www.cncrotaryshop.com - search for Ganro.
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• Turning

Subcontract Services

Specialists in Machining &
Gear Cutting
• 5 Axis CNC Machined Parts
• Precision Gears up to 600mm
• Ground Gears up to 400mm
• Gear Racks up to 3 metres long
For your subcontract machining and gear
cutting requirements contact us today:

T: +44 (0) 161 432 0222
E: enquiries@minigears.co.uk

www.minigears.co.uk

• Composites in Machining
• Quality & Metrology
• Coolants & cutting oils
• Subcontracting
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We’re precise . . . 92% Excellence Rating, 99% On Time Delivery, 99% Product Quality, 98% 24hr Quotes . . . from start to perfect finish.
Hone-All Precision Limited Cherrycourt Way, Leighton Buzzard, LU7 4UH Telephone 0845 5555 111 E.mail sales@hone-all.co.uk hone-all.co.uk
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Wanted Machine Tools

Is this the Best Wanted Advert Ever Written?
No it’s not.
But we do want to buy your surplus Tool Room Equipment! CNC, Lathes, Mills, Drills and all other types of
Engineering Equipment. Call us today to turn your used machines and old equipment into cash.

*07752 569191*
*Quality Used Machine Tools*
www.jetmachinery.co.uk
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Schengen
Agreement
comes into
force, seven
EU countries

▼
The Queen & the

▼Axel F (Beverly Hills
Cop theme), Harold
Faltermeyer,
enters UK top 10,
10 years after initial
international success
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Key Events

▼

UK’s Winchester Machine Tools’ CNC multi-slide automatic lathe
have been acquired by BSA Tools, which already operates in the
multi-spindle, automatic lathe space. UK training/educational
machine tool builder Denford has unveiled a three-in-one CNC
machine to support the National Curriculum. It is a horizontal and
vertical lathe, plus a vertical milling machine. And Cincinnati
Milacron is celebrating the sale of its 3,000th new generation
vertical machining centre, first introduced in 1988.
Sandvik Coromant machine activity monitoring software is being
offered on a try-before-you-buy scheme. Cost savings of 10-15% are
claimed, with this falling within the general 30% productivity boost
being hailed for ‘computer-in-manufacturing’ (CIM) techniques – the
Industry 4.0 of its day. In the same vein, we have news of what
today would be called a ‘digital twin’ solution – Virtual NC. It can
create an exact replica of the machining environment in which to
prove-out NC programs. Still in the IT field, automated NC
programming via Camtek’s PEPS Expert Mill can cut programming
time by 90%, it is claimed. Feature-based technology is employed.
The National Physical Laboratory has formed the Co-ordinate
Metrology Association to promote best practice measurement
related to CMMs, still a developing technology and not the norm for
companies at this time. And yet another group to promote
manufacturing industry has been set up – Made in the UK. It is
backed by the country’s top 250 manufacturers and has House of
Commons/Lords backing. Just published is an interactive guide to
the EU’s Machinery Directive governing machine tool safety for
equipment offered within the EU market. Finally for news,
environmental concerns are being addressed by an Engineering
Council (today Engineering UK) competition where engineers design
something to address a relevant issue.
Features this month: cutting tool developments; grinding special
report; manual/CNC combination lathes; and the UK’s medical
device manufacturing opportunity. ■
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Titanium Machining to Perfection
MonsterMill TCR – ensuring service life
and process reliability

For more information:
cutting.tools/en/monstermill-tcr
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ur first comment looks to the future, 25 years to 2020,
rather ironically. The hexapod structure 5-axis machining
centre could become a mainstream proposition, we thought,
but we have stayed with traditional orthogonal slideway assemblies
plus rotary axes, as it turns out.
Maybe a new machining process, then? Laser-based machining
seemed to have potential, even able to bend metal. Its inclusion in
multi-process machines incorporating metalcutting, grinding and
laser-based machining was already envisaged, however, so nothing
unexpected there, and multi-process machines are indeed today
available, if not widely used.
We had underestimated the increase in computer power and 3D
printing 25 years earlier, we admitted, with one prediction for 2020
the increasing use of the latter to support personal and local
fabrication. Described as “unimaginable enough to be a contender”
in our comment, today it is reality. So, we were on target here.
What didn’t we predict for 2020? The world of easy connectivity,
vast amounts of data and its analysis through AI – Industry 4.0.
So, in a further 25 years’ time there’ll be a lot more 3D printing
(production, distributed and personal use) while connectivity, data
and AI will be all-pervasive, Machinery suggests.
Back to 1995, though, and retrofitted Accuslide CNC slideways
for Hardinge turret lathes are in the news. KC Machine Tools is
offering these US-made systems, saying that there are 8,000
useable Hardinge machine carcasses in the UK. Cost for a
customer-fitted solution is £15,000
(£30,000 today). Elsewhere,
Bridgeport is boasting that it has
re-engineered 224
manual turret mills
since starting the
service in 1991.
Rights to the
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The future, 2020; Hardinge CNC retrofits; Bridgeport turret mill re-engineering; multislide CNC auto revamped; ‘Industry 4.0’ technology of the day; CMM best practice;
plus yet another UK manufacturing initiative
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The UK’s only event dedicated to metrology and precision
measurement within the manufacturing sector.
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